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about the festival
A showcase of work that exists outside the traditional
festival paradigm, Film Maudit 2.0 features narratives
and non-narratives that in style or subject matter are
deliberately bold, extreme, confrontational, or unusual, addressing socio-political issues and taboo subject
matter, while also challenging conventional artistic
assumptions and sexual mores.
This rich stew of outre films, encompassing both genre,
experimental, and documentary works, is inspired by
French avant-garde writer, artist, and filmmaker Jean
Cocteau’s Festival du Film Maudit (literally “cursed
films”), presented only once in 1949 to celebrate a group
of films that were sadly overlooked and neglected in his
time.

Pictured: Jean Cocteau

Paracusia
Carolina Sandvik
2019, Sweden

Mathius Marvellous Shop, Paola Alvarez & Manuel Escorihuela
2019, Germany/Spain

La Première Méduse (The First Jellyfish), Sébastien Pesle, 2020, France

The 2021 edition of Film Maudit 2.0 is an expansion
of the inaugural 2019 edition, incorporating cinematic
works of music, performance, and visual art towards the
creation of a ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ from 25 countries, all
accessible online.
We decided to take the challenges of 2020’s global pandemic and embrace the possibilities of this new, virtually
connected frontier by creating an online experience
that is very much an inclusive, interactive, and engaged
real-time festival experience that invites the participation
of the global public, from near and far.
The idea of the festival is changing, and, instead of
viewing this as a loss, we see it as a positive development
for independent filmmakers to have their works seen
by more people in places that would normally not have
access to them.
There is a connecting spirit to all of the works in Film
Maudit 2.0, each selected to engage a different facet of
the cinematic imagination. These radical “cine-sations”
are guaranteed to not just entertain, but to challenge the
mind and shock the senses.
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ЛУЧШИЙ ФИЛЬМ ПО МНЕНИЮ АССОЦИАЦИИ КИНОКРИТИКОВ КАЗАХСТАНА

A DARK, DARK MAN
Writer/Director:
Cast:		

Adilkhan Yerzhanov

Daniyar Alshinov, Dinara Baktybayeva,

		Teoman Khos
Year:

2019

Country:

Kazakhstan/France

Run Time:

2hr 10min

A boy is killed in an aul (Kazakh village). Detective Bekzat
wants to end an investigation quickly: a crime perpetrator is
already found by local police officers after all. But when a
journalist from the city shows up, everything falls apart. Now
Bekzat must conduct a real investigation, observing every rule in the book for the very first time in
his career.
режиссер АДИЛЬХАН ЕРЖАНОВ продюсеры СЕРИК АБИШЕВ, ОЛЬГА ХЛАЩЕВА линейный продюсер Анна Дармодехина ко-продюсер ГИЙОМ ДЕ СИЕЛЬ сценаристы АДИЛЬХАН ЕРЖАНОВ, РОЛОФ ЯН МИННЕБОО
оператор АЙДАР ШАРИПОВ монтажер АДИЛЬХАН ЕРЖАНОВ художник-постановщик ЕРМЕК УТЕГЕНОВ звукорежиссер ИЛЬЯ ГАРИЕВ композитор ГАЛЫМЖАН МОЛДАНАЗАР
в главных ролях ДАНИЯР АЛШИНОВ, ДИНАРА БАКТЫБАЕВА, ТЕОМЕН ХОС компания SHORT BROTHERS, ARIZONA PRODUCTIONS
arizona

“A staggeringly controlled,
slow-burn scorcher of a
crime thriller...a deliciously pessimistic testament,
for those on its deliberate,
low-frequency wavelength,
to the power of an unapologetically auteurist,
art-house approach to
genre.”
- VARIETY
Adilkhan Yerzhanov, a film director and scriptwriter, was born in the city of Djezkazgan,
Kazakhstan. In 2009, he graduated from the Kazakh National Academy of Arts. He is a twotime participant of the Cannes Film Festival’s Official Program (The Owners, 2014, and The Gentle
Indifference of the World, 2018, Un Certain Regard section). He won an Asia Pacific Screen Award
(often referred to as “Asian Oscars”) for Achievement in Directing for A Dark, Dark Man. His
previous films, The Owners and The Gentle Indifference of the World, were nominated for an APSA for
Best Feature Film, Best Screenplay, and Achievement in Cinematography. The Owners was included
in the 100 Best Asian Films catalogue, published in 2015 by the Busan International Film Festival.

ANONYMOUS ANIMALS
Director:

Baptiste Rouveure

Cast:

Thierry Marcos, Aurélien Chilarsky, Pauline 		

Year:

2021

Guilpain, Emilien Lavaut

Run Time: 1hr 4min
Country:

France

Set in a remote, rural countryside in decline, Anonymous Animals
is a film without dialogue—one that focuses on gesture and
sound design to tell the story of a time and place where the
balance of power between man and animal has shifted.

This dark, clever, and unsettling feature began as a nightmarish childhood image of a carnivorous
horse attacking a man. The writer/director transformed this image and his experiences of
growing up in a rural environment into a story about humans coming under the domination of
anthropomorphic animals that act in accordance with otherwise human codes, as exploiters and
hunters.

Anonymous Animals is the debut feature film of director
Baptiste Rouveure. His previous film work includes the
2018 award-winning short film ‘Altera,’ in which thirteen
dancers talk about rejection. His 2012 short film ‘And the
Winner,’ which depicted a boxer fighting with his double,
received the Best Short Film Award at the 35th Rassegna
Cinematographica Internazionale Festival, Italy.
www.baptisterouveure.com
killing small animals

2020 | director: marcus svanberg | sweden | 10:38

A woman lives a seemingly rich and
full life. But something seems to be
missing. Perhaps a child that has died
or was never born. One day, she does
what she never thought herself capable
of. And now, she can’t seem to stop.
Marcus Svanberg is a failed musician turned filmmaker who started out doing documentaries.
He is known for his ability to create beautifully crafted work that captures something real and
authentic in everyone from athletes and stars to ordinary people. www.marcussvanberg.com
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KATJA HERBERS

IS:

(WESTWORLD, EVIL, MANHATTAN)

THE COLUMNIST (DE KUTHOER)
Director:		

Ivo van Aart

Lead Cast:

Katja Herbers, Bram van der Kelen,

Writer:		

Daan Windhorst

		Claire Porro
Year:		

2019

Country:		

The Netherlands

Run Time:

1hr 24min

Femke Boot (Katja Herbers) is a columnist and writer suffering
from endless abusive posts and death threats on social media.
Femke is obsessed by these hate-filled messages and spends
every moment checking her Twitter feed. This obsession consumes her life, and her work suffers as
she is unable to write her columns or her novel.
SOUND DESIGNER

NL FILM PRESENTS IN CO-PRODUCTION WITH BNNVARA ~ KATJA HERBERS . BRAM VAN DER KELEN . CLAIRE PORRO IN THE COLUMNIST
PRODUCED BY KAJA WOLFFERS . SABINE BRIAN . RONALD VERSTEEG CO-PRODUCER ROBERT KIEVIT EXECUTIVE PRODUCER WYNAND CHOCOLAAD CASTING REBECCA VAN UNEN EDITED BY IMRE REUTELINGSPERGER . YAMAL STITOU
SAM HUISMAN MUSIC BY JEFFREY VAN ROSSUM MAKE UP JOAN TJON A HIE OSTUME DESIGNER MAXA VAN PANHUIS PRODUCTION DESIGNER ROBERT VAN DER HOOP DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY MARTIJN COUSIJN SCREENPLAY BY DAAN WINDHORST DIRECTED BY IVO VAN AART
design: buro RuSt 2019

One day, all her pent-up anger and frustration explode in a moment of shocking and unexpected
violence. This brutal and bloody act inspires Femke to start writing again. However, her writer’s
block returns and with it, her addiction to social media. Secretly, Femke believes there is only one
solution to her ever-growing frustration.
“A blackly funny satire exploring the limits of obscenity and hateful discourse in our new mediated age. It is
a debate also played out by the renaming of the film’s original Dutch title De Kuthoer (literally ‘The Pussy
Whore’), apparently deemed too offensive for English-speaking viewers.” - SIGHT & SOUND

Ivo van Aart works as a director, producer,
and editor. In 2020, he directed the web
series Locked Out! and he also directed the TV
series Spangas (2017) and Kappen Nou! (2018).
https://ivovanaart.com/

DARKNESS [BUIO]
Director:		
Writers:		
Lead Cast:
		
		
Year:
Run Time:
Country:

Emanuela Rossi
Emanuela Rossi, Claudio Corbucci
Denise Tantucci, Valerio Binasco,
Gaia Bocci, Olimpia Tosatto,
Elettra Mallaby, Francesco Genovese
2019
1hr 38min
Italy

An enigmatic young girl lives with her father and two younger
sisters in a secluded house with bolted windows. Only her father
is able to venture out into the apocalyptic landscape outside. However, their story is about to take
an unexpected turn.
A timely film of oppressive and fear-based familial dynamics, Darkness [Buio] penetrates with
simultaneous stillness, confusion, and hope in the darkest of circumstances through the visually rich
and unexpected lens of Emanuela Rossi, making her feature debut.

Emanuela Rossi is from central Italy and now lives in Rome. Her first short film, ‘The Child of
Carla,’ won the David di Donatello. From 2015 to 2017, she was the co-director of the widely seen
television series Non Uccidere [Thou Shalt not Kill] for RAI 3.
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FAMILY PORTRAITS
a trilogy of America
Writer/Director: Douglas Buck
Year:		

1997 - 2003

Run Time:

1hr 43min

Country:

USA

*Courtesy of the American Genre Film Archive & Severin Films.

Over the course of seven years, three short films about the
brutal dissolution of the American family – 'Cutting Moments'
(1997), 'Home' (1998) and 'Prologue' (2003) – elicited both
horrified gasps and standing ovations at
film festivals around the world.
When combined into a theatrical feature,
this trilogy by writer/producer/director/
editor Douglas Buck – whose directing
credits would eventually include the
Sisters remake and 'The Accident' segment
of The Theatre Bizarre – was hailed as
“nightmarish” (The New York Times),
“like Todd Solondz on crack” (Digitally
Obsessed) and “the most chilling portrait
of the loss of humanity in the manicured
lawns of Middle America ever made” (LA Weekly). Buck’s “unbearably intense and enormously
moving” (Filmecho) stunner is now scanned in 2K
from the original negative for the first time ever.

GET THE HELL OUT!
Director:		

I-Fan Wang

Year:		

2020

Lead Cast:

Run Time:
Country: 		

Bruce Ho, Megan Lai
1hr 36min
Taiwan

Wang You-Wei (Bruce Ho), aka Mr. Nose Bleed, works as a
security guard at the Parliament building. By social standards, he
is a total loser: very obscure, plain, and useless. One day, he is
involved in an incident, which leads to a Parliament member Hsiung Ying-Ying (Megan Lai), aka Miss Spice - losing her seat.
Hsiung then asks Wang to stand in for her at the next by-elections, while she serves as his assistant/
behind-the-scenes boss. And so, a total loser becomes a new member of parliament.

One day, a fatal virus starts spreading through parliament. Most of the members are infected, and they
become zombies! Strangely enough, Wang is immune to the zombie virus thanks to his nosebleed
problem, so, together, Wang and Hsiung lead the way to get the hell out of the Parliament building.
“The buzzsaw energy never dissipates in Get The Hell Out, a zombie comedy that cycles through so many
tones and genres that the stylish excess is even more infectious than the film’s ravenous undead.”
								- SCREEN DAILY

Director Wang I-Fan graduated from Taipei National University of the Arts. In addition to
directing, he works as a cinematographer and scriptwriter. In 2020, Wang debuted his latest
short, ‘Temple of Devilbuster,’ which plays with this film.
temple of devilbuster

2020 | director: i-fan wang | taiwan | 24:00

Tai-bao is the reincarnation of the Devil Star, and
A-queen is the one fated to take on his sins. It
becomes clear that as the two try to escape the criminal
underworld, an abusive ‘father,’ who wants to take Tai-bao
back to the temple, is using them to take the blame for
other people’s sins…
Director Wang I-Fan charges out of the gate with ferocious energy, positioning himself with these two films as
heir apparent to Japanese director Takashi Miike.
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KRIYA
Director:		

Sidharth Srinivasan

Year:

2020

Cast: 		
		
		

Run Time:
Country:

Navjot Randhawa, Noble Luke,
Avantika Akerkar, Sudhanva Deshpande,
Anuradha Majumdar, Kanak Bhardwaj
1hr 35min

India (in Hindi & English)

DJ Neel encounters the ravishing Sitara while working a club set
one night and is transfixed. They head to Sitara’s place where Neel
is horrified to find her dying father, gagged and shackled, with
Sitara’s family keeping vigil around him. Though he is caught completely by surprise, Neel’s
compassion is aroused, as he is thrust into a world of magic and transgression.
Director Sidharth Srinivasan has
noted that Kriya “was born out of an
acutely personal reaction to what was
happening in my country, where religious
fundamentalism and chauvinistic
persecution were ripping India apart.”
He felt creatively compelled to explore
his own discomfort around these issues
both as a Hindu and a man, but to do
so in a subversive, iconoclastic fashion.
Sidharth Srinivasan graduated from St. Stephen’s College, Delhi University, and in 1997 began
assisting the renowned avant-garde filmmaker Kumar Shahani. His debut feature, The Tightrope
Walker, premiered at the Venice Film Festival in 2000. In 2001, Srinivasan directed his second
feature, The Divine Vision, a subversive, micro-budget indie film that frankly depicted the sex lives
—both straight and gay—of working class India. Though banned in India, it won international
attention and garnered multiple awards. Srinivasan works in both narrative fiction and documentary
film, and many of his films have been included in festivals worldwide. www.sidharthsrinivasan.com

MATHIUS MARVELLOUS SHOP
Writters/Directors:

Paola Álvarez & Manuel Escorihuela

		

Sacramento Amate, Ivan Martinoz,

Cast:		
		

Year:		

Run Time:
Countries:

Rebecca Hiles, Jorge Segura,
Jone San Martín

2019

1hr 35min

Germany / Spain

This roller coaster ride through a retro-futuristic alternate-history
wonderland takes as its starting point an imagined conspiracy in
early-’80s Malaga by a team of philosophers and scientists unhappy with the development of the
Spanish transition to democracy. Their goal? To wipe out half of humanity in order to build a new
society that would be more just, caring, and predominantly female.
This deliciously “bizarre” masterpiece from the Berlin-based artist duo of Paola Álvarez and Manuel
Escorihuela is a visually captivating, deconstructed narrative brew of satire, surrealism, and sociopolitical fire that uses design, fashion, music, and performance art to create a truly psychedelic
experience it’ll be hard to shake out of your head.

Mathius Marvellous Shop is the second film by the Álvarez-Escorihuela team who have been
collaborating on a variety of artistic projects in Berlin for over a decade. In 2015, they released
their debut film, Der Nowak, produced by their newly founded production company, Paola Álvarez
Filmproduktion: a 16mm film composed primarily of a single shot. As filmmakers and executive
producers, their aim is to find a space for different films, far from any kind of norm or preconceived
ideas: free films. www.paolaalvarezfimproduktion.com
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MEXICALI
Writters/Directors:
Year:		

Run Time:
Countries:

Juan Palacio & Max Herrlander

2010

1hr 08min

Mexico / USA / Sweden

A juxtaposition of perceptions about the Mexico/US border is
woven into a story about attaining higher knowledge through a
dedicated practice of excess and abandon. This transgressive DIY
epic combines varying levels of documentary and narrative
storytelling into a road trip through the underbelly of the border
city of Mexicali.
Juan Palacio is from San Diego,
California. He works primarily as an
editor. He has edited feature films by
director Carlos Bolado which won Best
Film at the Lleida Latin-American Film
Festival and the Audience Award at the
Chicago Latino Film Festival. He has
edited art and fashion films with directors
such as Lena Dunham and Miguel
Calderon. His editing work has been
screened at the Palais de Tokyo, MOCA,
Museo Salvatore Ferragamo, and the
Marfa Film Festival. Mexicali is his only
feature film to date. He has directed short films for Dazed and Confused magazine featuring
people like Billie Eilish, Hunter Schafer, and Chelsea Manning. https://www.palacioeditorial.com/
Max Herrlander is from Malmo, Sweden. He has directed 5 feature films: Willpower (2019), Nug
(2013), Henry (2011), Mexicali (2010), and The American Dream vs Go Greyhound (2008). His films
have been screened at the Antimatter Filmfestival in Victoria, Canada, Distrital Film Festival in
Mexico City, Stockholm Art Week, Indie Memphis, Vagrant Film Club in Minsk, and the LoboFest
Film Festival in Brazil.

NIGHT OF THE RUMPUS
Director: 		

Jorge Torres-Torres

Cast:		

Sam Main, Yana Bondar, Dain Marx,

Writers: 		

Dain Marx & Jorge Torres-Torres

		Eddy Lezama
Year:		

2019

Country: 		

USA

Run Time:

1hr 21min

After a series of unsolved murders, the town prepares to begin its
annual Halloween festivities while Alice, still grief stricken from
the tragedy, attempts to join the celebration and crosses paths
with an eccentric artist, Yuri, a graduate student investigating the murders, and with the town misfit,
Scary Jay, who is plotting something sinister. Meanwhile, in a nearby creek, something is growing
into a fleshy abomination that will turn this into a night...mare to remember.

DEATH WISH REVISION
Director:

Jorge Torres-Torres

Year:		

2020

Country:		

USA

Run Time:

1hr 17min

After a gang of lunatics murders his family, mild-mannered
hombre Paul Kersey decides to avenge his family by killing all
citizens, whether they are guilty or not. As the bodycount piles up,
the authorities start sniffing around and that's when Paul takes a
vow of silence and embarks on a 20-year-long killing spree,
shedding the blood of the innocent across the land. Will the
authorities be able to stop this madman in time to save the
human race??

Edited together using over 250 films (including musical scores) and revised by JTT during the
months of June-December, 2020, Death Wish Revision re-imagines the entire DW franchise as a
multi-dimensional, cinematic tsunami, going where no revision has gone before...and then some!
Jorge Torres-Torres is a self-taught filmmaker living in Brooklyn, New York, though originally
from Puerto Rico. Jorge has been making independent features as well as music videos since the
late ’90s. A few of his films include Fat Tuesday, Shadow Zombie, The Life Love & Hate of a Free
Jazz Man, My Name Is Faith , and Sisters of the Plague, and he has directed dozens of music videos
(Modest Mouse, Lamb of God...). In addition to his film work, JTT has re-edited over a dozen
movie franchises (Droids, Phantasm, Evil Dead, Friday the 13th ...) into self-contained feature-film
revisions. @jtorrestorres
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NINA OF THE WOODS
Writer/Director:

Charlie Griak

		

Daniel Bielinski, Rachael Davies,

Cast: 		

Megan Hensley, Shawn Patrick Boyd,

		Ricardo Vázquez, Emily Fradenburgh,			
		Mia Peters
Year: 		

2020

Country: 		

USA

Run Time:

1hr 31min

Aspiring actress, Nina Noon, agrees to lend her “local authenticity” to a supernatural reality show.
She and the cynical documentary crew follow an enigmatic wilderness guide on an unexplainable
adventure into Mother Nature’s Abyss. We might call it a Bigfoot version of The Blair Witch Project
crossed with a Tarkovsky film...which sounds like a disaster waiting to happen...but writer/director
Charlie Griak’s masterful handing of a unique and ever-shifting tone makes this into a beautifully
meditative horror thriller. www.ninaofthewoods.com

Charlie Griak is an independent filmmaker and visual artist based in Minneapolis, MN. He
has written, directed, and produced two feature films and also works as a freelance illustrator and
animator. The Center, his live-action directorial debut, was executive-produced and presented by
Jonathan Demme. www.charliegriak.com

NINJA BADASS
Writer/Director:

Ryan Harrison

		

Darrell Francis, Steven C. Rose,

Cast: 		
		
		

Ryan Harrison, Dan Holmes,

Tatiana Ortiz, Mitch Schlagel,

Paisley Blackburn, Lisa Schnellbacher

Year: 		

2020

Country: 		

USA

Run Time:

1hr 45min

The Ninja VIP Super Club is doing a slow drag across the American Midwest, culminating in female
sacrifice. When they kidnap a super hot babe that a local scumbag, Rex, has his eyes on - it’s up to
him to become a ninja and to steal her back from them. Then she can have his babies!

With exploding cows, adorable puppies, cops with Bazookas, delusional Ninjas, steamy sex scenes,
flying feet, yellow dragons, bloody messes, a badass ball ripper, creepy self-growing limbs, and a
scandalous Ninja villain in cowboy boots with an appetite for everything that is cute and fuzzy, this
outrageous twist on cheap but committed ’80s B-Ninja flicks is an experience that’ll make you wanna
eat egg rolls until you shit your pants.
Ryan Harrison likes bacon and boobies. Ninja Badass is his feature debut. He comes from the
worlds of VFX and movie trailers. He’s really visionary—probably, the most visionary ninja movie
director of all time. www.whitetrashninja.com
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REZA ABDOH:
THEATRE VISIONARY
Director: 		

Adam Soch

		

David Schweizer, Peter Sellars

Cast: 		
Year: 		

Run Time:
Country: 		

Michael Allen Angel, Tom Fitzpatrick,
2015

1hr 44min
USA

The extraordinary life of Iranian-born American theatrical maverick
Reza Abdoh (1963-1995) is celebrated in this intimate portrait,
assembled from rare, archival video footage of over 300 hours of Abdoh’s most important pieces,
alongside interviews with him, his collaborators, critics, friends, and family.
Described as a provocateur whose actors “mooned audiences, became
slaves under torture, and hung nude upside down in fish tanks,” Abdoh
was best known for his large-scale experimental works, often staged
outside the traditional theater environment. Created with his company,
Dar a Luz, his pieces were performed in lofts, hotels, and on the streets
of New York City’s then-gritty Meatpacking District throughout the
early ’90s and seen in Los Angeles and Europe. Abdoh’s expressive
imagery was inspired by everything from classical literature to his own
harrowing experience as a gay man diagnosed with AIDS in the context of the American political
landscape of the 1990s, to TV talk shows and BDSM iconography, with subject matter ranging from
personal memories to racial issues, violence in America, sexual repression, cruelty, and death.
“You meet a Reza Abdoh once in a lifetime,” proclaims renowned director Peter Sellars in the film. By
the time the documentary is over, it is clear that this statement is true.

Adam Soch is an award-winning filmmaker and producer, known for his remarkable and
compelling imagery and editing, and has worked on projects involving such luminaries as opera
superstars Placido Domingo and Angela Gheorghiu, actors Jessica Lange, Dustin Hoffman,
Leonardo DiCaprio, Vanessa Redgrave, and Nobel Peace Prize winners Desmond Tutu and
Michail Gorbatchev. Throughout the 1990s, he collaborated closely with Reza Abdoh on many
of his most acclaimed productions, including Hip-Hop Waltz of Eurydice, Bogeyman, Tight Right
White, and Quotations from a Ruined City. www.adamsoch.com

ROTTEN EARS (ZGNILE USZY)

SCREENPLAY BY
PIOTR DYLEWSKI
MAGDALENA CELMER
DIRECTED BY
PIOTR DYLEWSKI
STARRING
MAGDALENA CELMER
MIKOŁAJ CHROBOCZEK
PIOTR CHOMA
PAULINA KOMENDA
MICHAŁ MAJNICZ

Director:

Writers:		

Piotr Dylewski

Magdalena Celmer & Piotr Dylewski

Cast: 		
Magdalena Celmer, Mikołaj Chroboczek,
		Michał Majnicz, Piotr Choma,
		Paulina Komenda
Year: 		

2019

Country: 		

Poland

Run Time:
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
GRZEGORZ HARTFIEL
EDITOR
MACIEJ BRUNO SOSNOWSKI
ART DIRECTION
ANIA ADAMIAK
COSTUMES
WIOLA ULIASZ

MUSIC
KRZYSZTOF KALISKI
VIDEO POST PRODUCTION
COLOROFFON
SOUND POST PRODUCTION
HALO PRODUCTIONS
POSTER
PAWEŁ MILDNER
PROMOTION
MAŁGORZATA JANCZAK

60min

When a young married couple arrives in a secluded house in the
countryside to work on their stormy relationship with a seriously
odd therapist, there is no hint of just how rotten things might get. A tale of a premature marital crisis
caused by unfulfilled expectations and a lack of communication between a couple who will face their
deepest fears through highly unconventional therapy.
AND FRIENDS

Director Piotr Dylewski was born in Bialystok and raised in Warsaw, Poland. An enthusiast of
kickboxing, black humor, and tom yum soup, Dylewski studied psychology before pursuing film
directing at the Krzysztof Kieslowski Department of Radio and Television at the University of
Silesia in Katowice. Along with writing and directing original narrative features, Dylewski also
directs for commercials and television. www.piotrdylewski.com

equals

2020 / director: Javier Yañez Sanz / Spain / 19:59

The story of two twenty-somethings who meet through a
dating app, become inseparable, and move in together…
Gradually, one of them begins to change.
Javier Yañez is a Spanish film director with a wide
experience in well-known advertising campaigns and
narrative shorts. He has become known for his short films
‘Mighty Boy’ (the first Spanish adaptation of a manga by
Japan’s Naoki Urasawa), ‘Amor Sacro’ (screened at Sitges in
2011), and ‘A través del ocaso’ (2009). His latest project is a
manga adaptation of Utopias by Shun Umezawa. www.cargocollective.com/jyanez
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WATER MAKES US WET
Directors:

Beth Stephens, Annie Sprinkle

Run Time:

1hr 20min

Year: 		
Country: 		

2019

USA

With a poetic blend of curiosity, humor, sensuality, and concern,
this film chronicles the pleasures and politics of H2O from an
ecosexual perspective. Travel around with Annie, a former sex
worker, Beth, a professor, and their dog Butch, in their E.A.R.T.H.
Lab mobile unit, as they explore water in the Golden State.
Ecosexuality shifts the metaphor “Earth as Mother” to “Earth as Lover” to create a more reciprocal
and empathetic relationship with the natural world. Along the way, Annie and Beth interact with a
diverse range of folks including performance artists, biologists, water treatment plant workers, scholars,
and others, climaxing in a shocking event that reaffirms the power of water, life, and love.
Beth Stephens and Annie Sprinkle have been partners
and collaborators for 16 years. Annie was a sex worker who
morphed into an internationally known performance artist,
touring one-woman shows about her life in sex and as a
feminist post porn pioneer. Beth was a feisty punk-rocker
dyke turned interdisciplinary artist and professor at UCSC,
exploring themes of gender, queerness, and feminism. In
2008, Beth and Annie married the Earth and came out as
ecosexuals. Their “Ecosex Manifesto” launched a movement,
and they officially added the E to GLBTQI-E. Their
award-winning documentary film about coal mining,
Goodbye Gauley Mountain—An Ecosexual Love Story is
available on iTunes. http://sexecology.org/
Water Makes Us Wet also plays as part of 'Let's Get Wet: A Highways Fundraising Event' (see pg. 27).
piss of f

2019 / director: Henr y Baker / usa / 20:00

A documentary that explores a long-practiced erotic
fetish from the point of view of a gay millennial, who
expresses it as performance art. Known online as
“Athleticpisspig,” he uses video and internet to perform
“water sports” or piss-play with other gay men in various
ways.
Henry Baker has received awards for his commercial
and experimental videos. This is his first documentary.
@2019_off

WOMAN OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS
[SHASHIN NO ONNA]
Writer/Director:
Cast: 		

Takeshi Kushida

Hideki Nagai, Itsuki Otaki, Toshiaki Inomata,

		Toki Koinuma
Year: 		

2020

Country: 		

Japan (in Japanese)

Run Time:

1hr 30min

A passionate encounter between a beautiful model, whose body is
marred by a huge and ugly scar, and a middle-aged photographer,
whose retouching skills give her the flawless body she seeks. Torn between the image of herself and
her real self, the model falls into confusion, and her lover becomes determined to love her at all costs,
even if it means death.
As *photography* (the artform, and the
world it is meant to represent) has gradually
shifted its default mode from witnessing to
fantasizing, the nature of reality, understanding and connection seems harder to parse
than ever. Director Takeshi Kushida’s debut
feature film is a potent examination of these
murky waters of identity, identification and
obsession: Big Ideas and even bigger feelings
smuggled through a uniquely intimate,
minimalistic (and unexpected) love story, told with a dash of surrealism and body horror.
www.womanofthephoto.com/en
Born in 1982, Takeshi
Kushida is a member of
Pyramid Film in Tokyo.
His notable films include
Flow (2003, First Prize –
Rencontres Audiovisuelles);
Kannon (2004, Special
Mention – WRO Media
Art Biennale); Hide and Seek
(2005, Gold Prize – Bilbao
International Short and
Documentary Film Festiva)l; Reincarnation
(2008, Jury Recommended Work – Japan Media
Art Festival); I Am a Camera (2013, Jury Prize – GR
Movie Festival); The Earth Was Bluish (2015, Grand
Prix – United For Peace Film Festival. Woman of the
Photographs, which premiered at Osaka, is his feature
debut. – Reprinted from Asian Movie Pulse
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Highways’ BEHOLD! Queer Film & Performance Festival celebrates L.A.’s contribution to the
ongoing growth of LGBTQ+ culture in California and the U.S. The festival embodies Highways’
vision of the arts as an agent of social change and as a community-building strategy; reflects Highways’ ongoing commitment to presenting performance, visual art, film and new media; and nurtures
diverse established and emerging LGBTQ+ artists.

HI-KICKS ENTRAILS

curated by ironstone

Dance is the breath made visible. Six dancers tackle the scariest thing known to humanity: the
body. Endless compounding horrors organized into rhythm mean it’s not just about the body, it’s
about what you say with it. How is dance not just about the body and how can that be recorded?
Films with questions about process, progress, and posture.

“To find an entrail:
Hang the central axis of the trunk upward.

Screw tighter the distance between the mid-front of the pelvis and the 12th thoracic vertebra.
Hook the top of the sternum to the top of the spine.
Narrow the rib cage.
Open the back of the pelvis.
Pull the spine downward.”

– Adapted from Lulu Sweigard’s Human Movement Potential, identifying areas of the skeleton “whose
location and alignment had the greatest influence on the alignment of the structure as a whole.”

solali

jordi | 20:00

An archival documentation of the dance that is found
in daily life. Through the exploration of movement with
time, duality, and repetition...Jordi prepares their nest for
the winter like a squirrel ready to hibernate.

Jordi is a non-conforming, afrofuturistic, multidimensional
artist whose healing practices are deeply involved with local
activism of L.A.’s QTBIPOC (queer, trans, Black, Indiginous
and persons of color) communities. https://earthtojordi.com
i’d rather have a daughter in a whorehouse than a son in the police force
travis d | 5:00

Travis D sends a transmission from the outer limits in
their search for radical femme space, casting off the binary
bonds of hetero-hegemony. If they can generate enough
shenergy fluid, they might just make it home.
Travis D (they/them) is an earth-based visual and perfor
mance artist/ human animal, residing digitally at travisd.
xyz and @travesdee.

boogaloo baby

josie j | 10:00

Civilization and technological progression are moving light
years into concepts ahead of general comprehension. All the
while, your own thoughts are what occupy you, an early self
reflection. Your eyelids reflect the daily transgressions. In
dreams you solve the unsolvable. Sleep boogaloo baby, this
one's not for you. Let's dance to keep our head the same.
josie j (any pronouns). “My name is an erasure of the colonized self. In my corporeal self, I find
familiarity in my hands.” To see her explorations, visit www.razethewhitebox.com/events
an impossible task with a capital D

ironstone | 6:30

A bricolage, Universal Dance Design, one of the last
Wonder Kids, for Arlene and Paul Kennedy, for L.A. to
keep on dancing.

and to come more @ironstonedance.
umbrae

Ironstone (he/him, we/our) is a dance practitioner born and
raised in so-called Los Angeles. Our favorite part of the
body is the joint in-between your ears, behind your eyes
and at the level of the roof of your mouth. More to come
dvvsk

UMBRAE explores the outer expression of their inner
psyche. Small dark spaces shift though light and time as
this horror movement film unfolds.

DVVSK [pronounced Dusk] (they/them) is a shapeshifting performance artist who illustrates stories from
another dimension through captivating visuals, music, and
movement. @dvvsk_

das ding

cade moga | 10:00

‘Das Ding’ [The Thing] explores the philosophy surrounding voids and the will to fill them. Supplied with
illustrations, poetry, and silent-era inspired action, Cade
takes the viewer on a journey of self-discovery through
a road less traveled.
Cade Moga (he/him) is a transgender auto-ethnographic
story-teller of Brazilian origin, working across video, poetry,
sculpture, and performance. Experience his work at www.cade.cloud.
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NSFW FILM FEST

curated by planet queer
Planet Queer is dedicated to providing a platform
for queer creative expression. Since 2012, PQ has
produced many events including a monthly
experimental-performance night at Akbar in
Silverlake, Los Angeles; The Adonis Project at
Human Resources; and NSFW Film Fest at
Highways Performance Space.
NSFW Film Fest is dedicated to screening queer
video content that would normally be banned by
mainstream online outlets. They believe in sex
positivity and want to provide a platform for
queer creative expression. Their screenings seek to function as an artistic community action addressing queerphobic sex shaming by internet policies that often target LGBTQ+ content. They hope to
empower the tribe with hot queer visions!
what is the sexy?

heath daniels (los angeles) | 2:51

A campy, 1990s inspired, sexually explicit, original music
video that begs the question, “What is the Sexy?”
www.heathdaniels.com

water

mark hayward (los angeles) | 2:32

Mark Hayward has experience in museum curation, theater, film, studio art, and writing in commercial, nonprofit,
and personal practices. @marktimothyhayward

a sunday hike

scumtrust (seattle) | 4:59

Scumtrust is a collective of trans / nonbinary artists who
seek to show the fun, ridiculous, and grotesque side of bdsm
and queer kink. @scumtrustproductions

domestc bliss & banana dance

alan ishii (los angeles) | 9:24

Alan Ishii cooks, sews, films, sings, produces, and breaks
hearts and other bodily organs.
@alanishiimusic

jackalope

you can call me sir (los angeles) | 3:22

Directed by Cassils, this is the second single off the ‘Blood 		
Moon’ EP starring Sir, a bandit serial killer taking down 		
the patriarchy... one blood sacrifice at a time.

pimples n’ nipples

derek viveiros (los angeles) | 5:18

As a gay independent filmmaker (and recuperating
Catholic), Derek Viveiros is on a mission to challenge
the landscape of television and film through creative
sexual expression. @derekviveiros_sho
sand spirit

fae films (los angeles) | 2:16

FAE Films make gay art and sex videos.
onlyfans.com/faefilms

untitled

jeffzilla (los angeles) | 1:36

Jeffzilla is an LA-based artist, musician, punk historian,
and co-founder of CoolWorld Party LA. His humorous
installations, video art, and live shows explore the haunting
relationship between commodity, consumer culture, and
synthetic situations in America. @jeffandthejerks
dadbabe

dean littner (los angeles) | 3:25

This Dad-meets-Babe story breathes new life into the
softcore homemade queer porn genre. Producer and director
Dean Littner’s body of work tackles a wide variety of
subjects and genres such as LGBTQ awareness, addiction,
comedy, and horror. www.youtube.com/c/DeanLittner
billy scroat

raymond reyes (los angeles) | 3:04

Raymond Reyes is a writer, actor, singer, dancer, choreographer, director, filmmaker, artist, and vegan chef. He is
currently editing his first feature film, Corona Creepers.
@superphreaky

wild thing

travis wood (los angeles) | 2:59

Travis Wood is co-creator, producer, and artist for Planet
Queer and the NSFW Film Fest. He has appeared as a
performance artist and Butoh dancer in clubs, alleys, street
corners, circuses, festivals, and occasionally a real theater.
23
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QLX: THE PERFORMANCE OF QUEER LATINX

Organized by DINO DINCO

To research, screen, and choose films where queer and Latinx intertwine, I invited a team comprised
of Ciara Vega, Clark Alcantara, Karina Magdaleno, Leslie Lopez-Santiago, Sol Martinez, and
Xelestiál Moreno-Luz. Latinx is a nascent and emerging identifier, one very much of their generation. I wanted them not only to gain experience programming films for a festival, but to engage in
discussion about queer and Latinx as identifiers, tapping into their critical stance with media, film
production background, and individual experiences.
The challenge to program recent films for Film Maudit 2.0 was fraught from the outset for
several reasons. We were thinking about films not only where Latinx and queer intersect but align
with the premise of film maudit. Latinx as a contested socio-cultural identifier instigates robust
disagreement if not confusion. The term Latinx means different things to different people and
means nothing to many. Liberal journalists, arts institutions, and academics increasingly use Latinx,
but often as a synonym for Latino/a, Latin@, and Hispanic. The replacement of these terms with
Latinx often attempts a desire to appear contemporary and evolved while missing the political and
social labor, e.g., gender inclusion, that Latinx is intended to perform. The lack of agreement and
acknowledgment of Latinx potentially narrows the pool of films to consider, especially with the
festival’s goal of showing recent film work. Expanding the time frame of when the films were made
gave us room to revisit and program under-seen films from past decades for our selection. Mexicali
(2010) and Mi Pollo Loco (1995) offer expanded perspectives on Latinx-ness and queerness while
aligning with and celebrating the premise of film maudit.
					
- DINO DINCO, Tijuana, BC, MX 2020
noche de travesuras

2020 | director: irene baque | 4:00

Los Angeles LGBTQIA+ Latinx nightlife aficionadxs reflect
on the intersections of their culture and sexual identities,
finding community in una noche de perreo, la Noche de
Travesuras.
al otro lado

2016 | director: rodrigo alvarez flores | 14:40

Felipe and Claudio have a unique and tender relationship.
Destiny, however, pulls them apart and sets Felipe on a
journey where he will risk everything in his pursuit of
happiness.
la sad boy

2018 | director: edwin alexis gomez | 13:20

Sebastian Miranda, an aspiring Puerto Rican actor transplanted to
Los Angeles, is forced to ask himself: When the world typecasts you,
who will you choose to be?
broken english

2007 | director: oscar alvarez | 10:44

Los Angeles high school student Jose Lopez wants to
enroll in Adv. Placement Biology, but the school’s rigid
guidance counselor is adamant in her refusal. Undeterred, he begs his hard-working mom Maria to confront
the counselor, resulting in a heart-wrenching face off.

joyride

2020 | director: edwin alexis gomez | 13:24

Teenage Latina sisters sneak their abuela out of her
assisted-living facility for one last joyride.

mi pollo loco

1995 | directors: andrew durham & john stapleton | 40:00

In this 1995 cult comedy spoof of and homage to Allison Anders’ Mi Vida Loca, Misty, Pinky, Cha Cha, and Blanca remind
us that blood is thicker than water, but not as thick as liquid
eyeliner. Featuring OG drag legend Jackie Beat as Lupe.
latinx2: electric boogaloo

2020 | director: ruben angel aka queer xicano chisme | 23:00

Part of his GRWM (Get Ready With Me) series,
YouTube personality Rubén Ángel aka Queer Xicano
Chisme offers a succinct explanation and history of
the term “Latinx” while applying some of his favorite
make-up.
aspirational markings, project rage queen, episode 2

2014 | director: travis d | 3:14

Aspirational Markings: a guide to the unreachable, unachievable, impossible, unwinnable, unrealistic, implausible. A
collaboration from Travis D, Alice Cunt, dalton chase goulette,
Gorgeous Vagina, and The God Doll.
mexicali
2010 | directors: juan palacio & max herrlander | 1 hr 08 min | countries: mexico, usa, sweden

Set within the Mexican border city of the film’s title,
strangers Pedro and Pete meet and become fast friends,
embarking on a journey of expanded consciousness fueled
by booze, drugs, sex, and new acquaintances. This daring
film fuses an experimental documentary approach with
narrative storytelling and a road-movie sensibility.
las jornadas: encuentros disidente

(excerpt)

2020 | director: xelestial moreno-luz | 11:26

In this excerpt from Las Jornadas, Encuentros Disidentes,
we witness the grassroots organizing work of La Asamblea
Oaxaqueña de la Diversidad Sexual, a network of LGBTQIA+
communities organizing against homophobia and transphobia
in the rural state of Oaxaca, México.
consent

2020 | director: andrew cer vantes | 2:44

Consent is key — even in a committed relationship.
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QLX: THE PERFORMANCE OF QUEER LATINX

Organized by DINO DINCO

performance-for-camera: jose richard aviles / luna y los gabrieles
Monday, January 18, 2021, at 6pm
Live Q&A with the artist
available to watch January 18-24, 2021

2021 | jose richard aviles w/angel j. martinez

L.A.-based performance artist Jose Richard Aviles reimagines
Ana Gabriel and Juan Gabriel as romantic lovers, while reckoning with queer desire and nameless lovers in Juan Gabriel’s
classic ballad, “Luna,” written for and performed by Ana
Gabriel.
Jose Richard Aviles is a multimedia artist, urban planner, and
social worker based out of Los Angeles. As a former organizer
with the Bus Riders Union and current bus rider, Aviles is
interested in the stories of the countless people that still rely
on public transportation.
Angel J. Martinez was born and raised in East Los Angeles.
As a health professional, Ángel’s work centers on social justice in community population, health research, public
health, health policy, and global health.

HIGHWAYS' ALUM SPOTLIGHt
JOHN FLECK IS

WHO YOU WANT HIM TO BE
Director:

Kevin Duffy

Year:

2019

Run Time: 1hr 16min
In 1990, near the height of the AIDS crisis in the U.S., John Fleck was attacked by the U.S. government as one
of the “NEA Four,” when funding to three queer artists and a prominent straight feminist was reversed by the
National Endowment for the Arts. A sit-down interview with Fleck cuts between archival video of performances spanning four decades and present-day vérité footage as he rehearses and performs in New York and
California for an NEA Four 20th-reunion performance.
A filmmaker, actor, and writer, Kevin Duffy’s films include the feature-length documentary John Fleck Is Who You
Want Him To Be, the short Cheap Flight (Sundance Channel), the feature-length comedy, Becoming Blond (Ariztical Entertainment) and his latest short, ‘Here, Not There.’ A native of New York City, Duffy graduated from
New York University. He then worked in theater and performance and won a Fellowship in Playwriting from the
New York Foundation for the Arts. After relocating to Los Angeles, Duffy received an M.F.A. in screenwriting
from the American Film Institute.
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Let’s Get Wet

Saturday, January 23, 2021 | 7:30 pm

A Highways Fundraising Event*
Hosted by John Fleck
with Leo Garcia & Patrick Kennelly
Guest Artists:

Beth Stephens and Annie Sprinkle
(Water Makes Us Wet)

Kristina Wong
Balitronica
and Guillermo Gómez-Peña
music by

Jimi Cabeza de Vaca & Nora Keyes
dance by

Jordi

Celebrate Film Maudit 2.0 and our filmmakers with an
evening of song, music, dance and performance
with and by artists who inspire us.
* Donations support the development of Virtually Highways
- a virtual event platform and app.
www.filmmaudit.org

Guillermo Gómez-Peña
Photo courtesy of La Pocha Nostra

When Highways opened in May, 1989, the idea of a performing arts space dedicated to providing a platform for
radical queer art was bold and provocative. The country was in the midst of a conservative culture war, artists and
arts organizations were being rapidly priced out of their lofts and homes, and an AIDS pandemic was ravaging the
LGBTQ+ community. Pandemics are not new to our communities.
These past 32 years have been marked by upheaval, loss, and even a Supreme Court case, but throughout it all,
Highways remains a safe, community-minded space, celebrating diverse stories and the creation of new art.
In 1989, one of Highways goals was to get to the year 2000. Now, in 2021, we are faced with the crisis of living in
the 21st Century: insurrection, a new pandemic, gentrification, immigration, homophobia, transphobia, racism, and
on and on.
Highways in 2021 is more necessary than ever. Highways, today, as in 1989, seeks to close the chasm with equity,
inclusion and diversity through performance, visual art, video, new media, and film. We are messy, outrageous, and
sex-positive, a shame-free zone of exploration that holds a vital space in the ecology of the arts in Los Angeles; a
sacred space of creation, freedom, safety, identity, rage, lust, spirit, flesh, confrontation, crisis, community, diversity,
of transformation, discovery – of all things human and uncensored.
Film Maudit 2.0 brings us to 2021, as we remain true to our mission, and it leaves me feeling, still, that there is no
place else I’d rather be. I thank you for joining us.
Leo Garcia, Executive Director
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NEW Music + Film
SISTER MANTOS performs a new, original score
to Jean Cocteau’s THE BLOOD OF A POET
ON THE FILM:
French writer and visual artist Jean
Cocteau made his filmmaking debut
with this avant-garde 1930 film,
while cinema was still in a period of
transition from silent to sound film.
The film moves through a sequence
of four loosely connected episodes
intercut with dreamlike images of
rotating masks and spinning wire
models of a human head.

ON THE MUSIC:
Sister Mantos was originally a solo project,
conceived by Oscar M. Santos in 2009. The band
transformed from a bedroom ambient lofi project
into a bilingual neo-tropical psychedelic punk
funk orchestra. When Sister Mantos takes the
stage, their psychedelic blend of Latin beats,
punk attitude, and funk rhythms invigorate the
crowd to dance, sing, and rejoice. Sister Mantos
sings songs in Spanish and English about love,
queer & POC empowerment, and utopias that
are free of war and oppression. Audiences are
sent on a spaced-out psychedelic road trip and
treated to a mystical experience of spastic dancing, bumping beats, and positive energy. The band
released its latest album, ‘Songs in the Key of Destroy Capitalism’ in 2019 and is now working on new
music videos, a new album, and a Sister Mantos video game. http://www.sistermantos.com/

NEW Music + Film
HALF TONGUE TRIBE perform a new, original score
to Jean Genet’s UN CHANT D’AMOUR
ON THE FILM:
Jean Genet's unique entry into
filmmaking, “Un Chant d’Amour”
(1950) remained banned in the
USA for years. Eschewing the use
of dialogue, this poetic 25-minute
short, set in a French prison, explores
the intensity of attraction between
two inmates under the jealous eye
of a voyeuristic prison guard. This
“revolutionary vision of emancipation
through sensuality ...both universal
and eternal” (Fernando F. Croce, Slant)
has been cited as an influence on such
queer filmmakers as Derek Jarman and Andy Warhol.

ON THE MUSIC:
What in the Goddess is Witch Rock? One look at the
makeup and glittery wardrobe of the band members in
Half Tongue Tribe should be your first clue. Decked in
huge women’s (or possible drag queen) jewelry, Pict-ish
face paintings, and rock-leathers, these witches play/preach
music that is inspired by, dedicated to, and sometimes
pokes fun at, Ancient Goddesses.
Guitarist/composer Dan Graul plays and sings in many
bands including Northern Strangers. Singer/lyricist David
LeBarron has written many plays and internet successes
as he trod a pagan path for over 30 years. The two met doing theater and then became “brothers” when
they realized each was a witch.
Compelled to create art to empower instead of cower, Half Tongue Tribe reaches to audiences in public
spaces bringing healing to broken souls and laughter to path-walkers. halftonguetribe.com
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JIMI CABEZA DE VACA and NORA KEYES perform
a new, original score to Tod Browning’s THE UNKNOWN
ON THE FILM:
For many years, The Unknown was
thought lost, until in 1968 a 35mm
print of this 1927 silent was located at the Cinémathèque Française.
In many respects considered to
be the best of Browning’s films
with Lon Chaney, Browning
draws a remarkable and haunting
performance from him and fills
the plot with twists and unforgettable characters, creating a chilling
masterpiece of psychosexual drama.
“One wonders how MGM ever got
conned into making this resplendent study in morbid psychology.
As much a casebook as a horror
movie, it tells the truly marvellous tale
of Alonzo the Armless Wonder (Chaney, of course), who uses his feet to perform a circus knife-throwing act.
Only masquerading as armless (wanted by the police for a strangling, he’s concealing the telltale evidence of
a hand with two thumbs), he falls for pretty Estrellita (Crawford), the bareback rider. But she has a trauma
about being touched by men, so he besottenly decides to have his arms amputated, only to find a handsome strong
man emerging as a successful rival for her heart, cue for a fiendishly vengeful Grand Guignol finale staged
during the strong man’s act. One of the great silent movies, astonishing in its intensity, this is by far the best of
the remarkable series of Browning/Chaney collaborations.” - TIME OUT

ON THE MUSIC:
Over the last dozen years, Los Angeles based multiinstrumentalist and composer Jimi Cabeza de Vaca
and singer-songwriter Nora Keyes have performed live
scores to King of Kings, Pandora’s Box, Faust, Sunrise,
Metropolis, Haxan, Aelita, Queen of Mars, The Unknown,
and The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Most of these have been
performed multiple times and all of them have featured
additional musicians. When working with a large
ensemble, they have been billed as the Cabeza de Vaca
Orchestra featuring Nora Keyes; when working with a
small ensemble, they have performed as Rococo Jet. This
performance of The Unknown will be the first time that
they will perform a live score as a duo.

shorts
hitte [heat]

program a: eat

me

2019 | director: thessa meijer | the netherlands | 2:23

During an extreme heat wave, a shy girl seeks refuge in an
ice-cream shop. But when she looks into the eyes of the
charming vendor, she is on thin ice…
Thessa Meijer is a Dutch writer and director known
for the short feature ‘The Day My House Fell’ and
the shorts ‘The Walking Fish’ (the Dutch submission
to the 2020 Academy Awards) and ‘Nervosa. Her
work has been screened at festivals SXSW, Sitges,
and BIFAN, was featured on Nowness and Vimeo Staff Picks, and earned the YDA Special Jury Prize at
Cannes Lions 2019. Thessa is now developing her debut feature, Volcano Girl. www.thessameijer.com

melted

2020 | director: nikki chapman | usa | 1:45

A macabre girl laments the inevitability of death after
getting a melting cartoon-character popsicle.

Nikki Chapman is a graduate of Ringling College of Art
and Design with a BFA in Computer Animation and
minor in Creative Writing. She currently lives in Indiana.
www.nikkichapmanart.com

bubble

2020 | director: haonan wang | china | 14:28

An urban fairy tale of love and sacrifice set in a mysterious restaurant hidden in an alleyway. On an ordinary
night, a man sits down to eat a lot of herbal plants in
front of a woman, transforming himself into the woman’s
food.
Haonan Wang has been working as an avid cinematographer and director in various fields, including fiction,
music video, commercials, etc. His past works have won
awards at several international film festivals, including the A-list Warsaw Film Festival as well as the Oscarqualified Aesthetica Film Festival. IG: @sanke_boo

bliss burger

2020 | director: adam wright | usa | 20:11

This is the story of an immigrant’s assimilation into
America’s national religion of Consumerism and the
search for God’s warm embrace through cheeseburgers.

Adam Wright is a writer, director, and producer from Detroit,
Michigan. His storytelling centers on obsession and our
compulsory attempts as human beings to enact control over
forces greater than ourselves. @blissburgermovie
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shorts
nailbiter

2019 | director: jono freedrix | usa | 3:30

Vomica has very unique tastes in men. In fact, she
suffers from early onset cannibalism. When her
cravings get the best of her, she hopes her date can read
between the lines and offer her a suitable appetizer. A
twisted comedy about hunger, love, and acceptance.
Jono Freedrix is a Canadian writer, director, and
producer living in Brooklyn and exploring the infinite
world of dark, twisted comedy. www.jonofreedrix.com

meat lovers

2020 | director: daniel stebbins | usa | 4:00

To satisfy her appetite, a young woman must juggle
dealing with her salacious lover and a mysterious
pizza order.

Daniel Stebbins is a writer, director, and comic-book
creator living in New York City. danxndr.com

vr food

2019 | director: malcolm mills | usa | 12:55

Inventors struggle to create virtual food – infinite deliciousness, zero calories – when they mistake an indie film
as a rival invention of VR Food.
Malcolm Mills is a New York City-based filmmaker,
actor, and songwriter. His work has been most
commonly described as “creepy.”
www.malcolmmills.com

cosmic spaghetti

2019 | director: gurleen rai | usa | 7:30

An experimental feminist think-piece disguised as an
absurdist comedy. Start with a little bit of water and fry
some garlic. Throw in some tomatoes and tomato paste.
When ya’ got it to a boil ya’ shove in all ya’ sausage and
ya’ meatballs, eh? Add a little bit o’ wine and a little bit of
sugar, and that’s my trick.
Gurleen Rai is a professional artist and illustrator who
became an animator so that she can tell more elaborate
stories. Her animation projects range from narrative-focused, frame animation to experimental, non-narrative
art pieces. www.zimteemo.com

klaus eats butterflies

2020 | director: shane aquino | usa | 6:00

Had anybody known that Molly’s DNA was 14%
butterfly, they probably wouldn’t have brought Klaus
on as a guest, seeing as his skin secretes (Z)-9tetradecenol (Z9-14:OH), hexadecanal (16:Ald ), and
6,10,14-trimethylpentadecan-2-ol (6,10,14-trime-152-ol).
Shane Aquino needs to start eating more salads but it’s
near impossible for him to turn down a good cinnamon
roll. He makes movies too.

Hitte (Heat), Thessa Meijer, 2020, The Netherlands

VR Food, Malcolm Mills, 2019, USA
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flick

2020 | director: ariel zengotita | usa | 10:14

A reclusive college student is driven mad after picking a
booger he can’t flick away.
Ariel Zengotita is a Latin American filmmaker based
in Los Angeles. He has written and directed a number of
commercials for brands like Gillette, Pepsi, General Mills,
and SteelSeries and produced several award-winning
short films that have screened at festivals around the
world. www.squidvalley.com

milk teeth

2019 | director: felipe vargas | usa | 12:56

An orphanage spirals into mayhem when a boy
discovers a shadowy creature who comes to collect
more than just the children’s teeth…
Felipe Vargas is a writer / director who was born in
Colombia and grew up in Florida, inspired by Latin
American magical realist writing and an implacable
consumption of movies. Felipe focuses on boldlyoriginal, heartfelt stories with a twist of genre.
www.felipevargasfilms.com

bathroom mirrors

2020 | director: philip hardy | uk | 6:59

An acid-attack survivor and former model does battle with
a horror movie cliché.
Philip Hardy is a writer/director/animator whose shorts
have been exhibited on Channel 4 and at various BAFTA
and Oscar-qualifying festivals worldwide. They include
‘Who’s at the Back of the Bus’ (2019), also playing in Film
Maudit; ‘Moose Limbs’ (2018); ‘Lunch’ (2017); ‘Swindon’
(2016); and ‘Frog’ (2015). He is developing his first feature.
www.artominvores.com

some kind of humanity [une facette de l’humanité]

2020 | director: rock brenner | france | 8:34

A shy thirty-something receives shocking videos from
his best friend. A movie about friendship, love, joy and
pleasure.
Since 2011, Rock Brenner has directed several lowbudget short films in France all selected and awarded at
various film festivals around the world. In his films, he
likes to have fun with the mixture of tones and genres
and to talk about characters out of touch with the
world. In 2018, he released the feature film I Am Robert
(La Capitale du Bruit), a comedy about a lonely man who dreams of a world without bars and parties.
www.rockbrenner.com

mushi

2020 | director: odin jurray | australia | 12:00

As a nested parasite rapidly grows inside the skull of a
young woman, she has one night left to determine her fate.
Odin Jurray spent most of his life indoors, longing to
escape into other realities, and film was a great
conduit for that. He eventually moved into studying
film and has been working in the corporate
advertising world, editing commercials across
New Zealand and Australia. His work is inspired
by the things he was obsessed with growing up: the grotesque, horrific, surreal and meaningful with a
fascination for strong aesthetics. IG: @boo.odin

dark water

2019 | directors: erin coates & anna nazzari | australia | 15:00

Familial trauma is explored through
the surreal tale of a woman who
discovers an ocean within her
house. This visually stunning work
is underscored by both a sense of
human loss and contemporary
concerns around habitat loss within
our oceans.

Erin Coates is a visual artist working across film, sculptural installation, and drawing. Her work is shown in both
film festivals and gallery exhibitions. For the past 5 years, she has created films collaboratively with artist Anna
Nazzari. These screen works have focused on an exploration of the Australian Oceanic Gothic and have involved
developing a range of techniques for submerging sets and filming underwater. www.erincoates.net/dark-water
Anna Nazzari is a West Australian artist and writer. She is currently writing Labrador, a feature length film, and
works as a Lecturer at Curtin University’s School of Media, Creative Arts and Social Inquiry, via the OUA Art
Studies program. www.annanazzari.com.au

Dark Water, Erin Coates & Anna Nazzari, 2019, Austrailia
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er-ing genre

2019 | director: aidan brezonick | uk | 18:00

A lonely man falls in love with an artificially intelligent
car over the course of a road trip.
Aidan Brezonick is an Emmy award winning director
and editor in film, television, and branded content.
His work has been showcased by Rolling Stone, NPR,
NBC, MTV, IFC, Sundance Channel, and iTunes,
among others. www.aidanmb.com

antes do azul [before the blue]

2019 | director: romy pocztaruk | brazil | 14:00

A stream-of-consciousness short about existence and
violence, the passage of time, death technologies, the
power of animal and mineral bodies, and art as a
trace of humanity when it surrenders to its own omnipotence and ceases to exist.

with the visual arts. www.romypocz.com

innocent boy

Making use of different media and materials,
Brazilian artist Romy Pocztaruk’s poetic propositions
deal with the encounter between different fields and
disciplines such as science, cinema, and history, along

2019 | director: brock cravy | usa | 11:49

Off a lonely Texas highway, a group of hustlers prey
on the desperados who have come for sex, drugs, and
Momma's special milk, while a young trans boy seizes an
opportunity to feed the physical and emotional hunger
that has long been ignored.
LGBTQ+ cinema just got a little edgier thanks
to The Contested Edge, a collaboration between
former QTN producers Brock Cravy and Deiadra
Armstrong, focusing on storylines in experimental
genres where gay, trans, and nonbinary characters
have been notably and historically absent. www.contestededge.com

rêver comme lui [dreaming like louis]

2019 | director: valentin merz | switzerland | 19:00

Louis and Paul are spending their summer holiday in a
countryside chateau. They make love, play tennis, go for
walks, sleep – but the couple is in crisis.
Valentin Merz worked as an assistant director in Berlin
at the Deutsches Theater and the Volksbühne Berlin,
before studying film at Geneva’s art school, the HEAD.
His short films have been shown at festivals such as
Visions du Réel in Nyon, Outfest in L.A., Solothurner
Filmtage, and les Rencontres Internationationales Paris/Berlin. With his long-time collaborator Maxi Schmitz,
he is about to finish their first feature film, A Vulgar Adventure.

primer

2020 | director: crosslucid | germany | 8:00

A meditation on our turbulently fragmenting, transitory
times where a manifold of symptoms and patterns
suggest that something truly new, something outside our
current taxonomy, is happening.
CROSSLUCID are a hybrid sympoietic practice and
interdisciplinary collective, a synthesis of Sylwana
Zybura and Tomas C. Toth. Appearing in a transitional
reality and working across multiple platforms, their
experience-led interventions investigate and instigate
novel arrangements, interactions, and emerging emotional tactilities in a post-digital future.

Innocent Boy, Brock Cravy, 2019, USA

Primer, CROSSLUCID, 2020, Germany
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. terror

2019 | director: kelsey bollig | france | 11:37

Chloé is a serious actress who’s forced to share the stage
with self-serving newcomers. How far will she go to be
the star of the show?

English and foreign markets. www.kelseybollig.com

intocable [untouchable]

Kelsey Bollig entered this industry with a bang, as she
landed her first Best Screenplay Award at the tender
age of 12, for her feature, Big Kids Play Manslaughter at
the Hollywood Shriekfest Horror Film Festival. Bollig
has written and directed projects in both the U.S. and
France, expanding her creative network within both

2018 / director: diego mezarina | peru | 12:00

A serial killer with hidden motivations will give
free rein to her innate violence, knowing that she is
untouchable before the laws of God and man.
Diego Mezarina is a producer and audiovisual
producer. He graduated from the University of Lima
with a degree in Communication Sciences. His
work in directing, writing, and editing for television,
commercials, documentaries, corporate/institutional
videos, and short films has been acclaimed at European and Latin American festivals.
vimeo.com/eldiegoproducciones

ferine

2019 | director: andrea corsini | italy | 17:00

A mysterious woman (Anna Della Rosa, The Great Beauty)
emerges from a wild forest, barefoot and covered in mud,
and enters civilized society, hiding the true nature of her
actions.
Andrea Corsini is an Italian director and
screenwriter who got his start directing independent
music videos in Berlin in the early 2000s. He is
currently in development with his debut feature,
Beasts of Prey, a psychological horror drama, based on ‘Ferine.’ www.andreacorsini.com

pelican milkshake

2020 | director: marcus newman | canada | 13:02

Fresh in the act of burying her victim, a killer is caught
red-handed by a hovering drone. Covering up her crime
just became a lot more bloody complicated.
Marcus Newman’s career in film includes work on The
Lego Movie franchise, Peter Rabbit, and Spectre. He has
worked in the film industry across London, Sydney, and
most recently settled in Vancouver. He also produced the
short horror ‘Cargo,’ which has gone on to amass over 18
million YouTube views and spawn a Netflix Original feature adaptation, starring Martin Freeman.

the blood bride

2020 | directors: hannah mckibbin & caspar leopard | uk | 19:05

When a young woman, held captive by a trafficking
gang, is shot, she falls into a surreal journey through her
subconscious as she battles for her life.
Hannah McKibbin and Caspar Leopard are a husband
and wife team from London. They started working
together when Leopard composed the score for
McKibbin’s first film, ‘The Happy Genius,’ which won
Best Score at the 2018 Global Lift-Off Awards.
www.hannahmckibbin / www.casparleopard.com

Intocable (Untouchable), Diego Mezarina, 2018, Peru

The Blood Bride, Hannah McKibbin & Caspar Leopard, 2020, UK
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hedelic sanatoriu

2020 | director: steven lapcevic | usa | 4:22

A warm, familiar friend.

disco graveyard

m

www.stevenlapcevic.com

2020 | director: izzy lee | usa | 2:58

Don’t be dead. The dead are dumb. Be weird.

Named as one of A.V. Club’s 10 female filmmakers
Blumhouse should hire, Izzy Lee is a two-time
Rondo Award-nominated director. Growing her
loyal following of under-represented fans with every
release, Lee’s socio-political tales have screened at
major international genre festivals such as FrightFest,
Fantasia, Overlook, Morbido, Brooklyn Horror, Boston Underground, Cinepocalypse, and Chattanooga.
www.nihilnoctem.com

now 2

2019 | director: kevin eskew | usa | 9:30

“The well-springs were deeper and less detectable, deeper
and shallower both, look at billboards and matchbooks,
trademarks on products, birthmarks on bodies, look at the
behavior of your pets.”
- Don DeLillo, Underworld
Kevin Eskew is an animator based in Los Angeles.
His short films have screened internationally at
festivals including Ann Arbor Film Festival,
Slamdance, Eyeworks Festival of Experimental Animation, and the New Chitose International
Animation Festival. IG: @eskew1000

optic ner ve

2019 | director: peter hartsock | usa | 15:00

On a stormy night in a cramped, decrepit apartment in
1973, a traumatized man grapples with rabid anxieties, as
order and chaos collide and overtake him in this psychedelic trip of a film.
Peter Hartsock attended Syracuse University’s College of
Visual and Performing Arts for a BFA in film, graduating
in 2019. He is co-founder of 410 Pictures, a midnight
movie production house dedicated to creating boundary-breaking film content that falls into its own unique narrative space.
www.410pictures.com / www.peterjhartsock

there were four of us

2019 | director: cassie shao | usa/china | 6:47

An experimental, non-linear dream experience that
takes viewers through a room where four characters are
trapped.
Cassie Shao is an animation artist currently based in
Los Angeles. She is a graduate of SAIC and
Hench-DADA School of Cinematic Arts at USC.
She works across the fields of independent films,
music videos, projection mapping, advertising, as well as animated television series.
www.karasucassie.com

ghoulish galactic grievances

2019 | director: josh owen | canada | 13:00

A ghoul follows her dreams out of the friend-filled swamp
into emotional outer space.

Josh Owen is an award-winning Nova Scotia writer,
director, and animator. His films employ human emotion
as the workforce for creating a short narrative about a
different creature for every letter of the alphabet.
vimeo.com/joshtowen

terror fer vor

2019 | director: phoebe parsons | canada | 6:00

Informed by experimental films from the 1960s and ’70s,
‘Terror Fervor’ takes the viewer on a wordless, non-linear
psychedelic journey through the vices of seven characters for an experience that is hard to classify and hard to
forget.
Phoebe Parsons was born outside of Vancouver in White
Rock, B.C. She completed her Bachelor of Media Arts
Degree at Emily Carr University in 2010. Since then, she
has been working in the film industry, while continuing to
create short films and animation. IG: @phoebes__room

little miss fate

2020 | director: joder von rotz | switzerland | 8:15

Little Miss Fate lives in a world driven by fate. When
the opportunity arises, she slips into the role of the
world leader. Unintentionally, she creates a monster, who
greedily wants to suck up all the love in the world.

manager, producer, and director.

Joder von Rotz was born 1987 in Kerns, Switzerland.
Apprenticeship as structural draftsman. 2012 Bachelor
of Arts in Animation at the Lucerne University of Applied
Sciences and Arts. 2013 cofounder of YK Animation
Studio GmbH in Berne. Since then, he has worked as
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2020 | director: anders elsrud hultgreen | nor way | 25:00

Chaos breaks out at a hospital when a mutant dumpster
troll is accidentally brought to life as a result of sloppy
waste management.
Anders Elsrud Hultgreen is a filmmaker and visual
artist based in Bergen, Norway. His 2014 debut sci-fi
feature film Morgenrøde [Dawn] and his shorts have
been screened at film festivals and received awards all
around the world. He is a former student from Werner Herzog’s Rogue Film School.
www.facebook.com/hospitaldumpsterdivers

Ghoulish Galactic Grievances, Josh Owen, 2019, Canada

There Were Four Of Us, Cassie Shao, 2019, USA/China

decorum

2019 | director: lorenzo monti | australia | 10:14

Fashion model Hinata wants to get to the bottom of her
uneasiness but something is hindering her. A designer
gives her advice, a doctor tries to get her attention, and
all claim to know what she needs. through ritual, utility,
deviance, and politics.
Lorenzo Monti pursued film studies at Sydney Film
School and the ESEC in Paris. His first short film,
‘Breach,’ premiered at the Brooklyn Film Festival and
won the Grand Chameleon Award. He then pursued
his interests in experimental filmmaking with ‘Decorum,’ which premiered in late 2019 at the Lausanne
Underground Film and Music Festival. He currently works as a video content creator in Geneva.
IG: @lorenzo.ppb

paracusia

2019 | director: carolina sandvik | sweden | 14:30

A woman alone in a small flat is carrying out her daily
housework, when she starts hearing sounds from the other
side of the wall. In her struggle to map out the features and
actions of the elusive character next door, her own reality
gradually starts to disintegrate.
Carolina Sandvik is an artist and stop-motion filmmaker
based in Malmö, Sweden . Her animated short ‘Dreams
from the Ocean’ was nominated for Best Swedish Short
at Gothenburg Film Festival 2018 and was part of the official selection at Sitges 2018.
vimeo.com/carolinasandvik

blue

2019 | director: Laura Magnusson | mexico/usa/canada | 12:00

Shot entirely underwater, 70 feet beneath the surface of
Cozumel, Mexico, this short seeks to elucidate the psychological and emotional impacts of trauma from sexual
violence. It is autobiographical, informed by the director’s
own journey as a survivor.
Laura Magnusson is a queer Canadian artist and
filmmaker, originally from Winnipeg, Manitoba. She is
currently based in Montreal, Quebec, pursuing a PhD in
Interdisciplinary Humanities at Concordia University. ‘Blue’ is her first film. www.lauramagnusson.com

obscurer

2018 | director: kiera faber | usa | 19:00

A reclusive children’s author and her imaginary
companions inhabit a fragile microcosm where reality,
illusion, and madness intermingle.
Kiera Faber creates visually complex and richly textured
surreal worlds where themes of loss and trauma are
explored through enigmatic abstract narratives. Each film
involves extensive drawing, sculpture, and painting for sets,
puppet stop-motion animation, and other forms of frameby-frame animation. www.kierafaber.com
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2019 | director: po-yun kuo | Taiwan | 15:00

This is a story of seeking each other, between flesh and
soul. As the flesh and soul merge together, does that
really form a complete individual?

Po-yun Kuo, a director who loves experimental,
documentary films in Taiwan, is hoping to make a
change to the world through her works.

Blue, Laura Magnusson, 2019, Mexico/USA/Canada

Obscurer, Kiera Faber, 2018, USA

beyond noh
2020 | usa | 4:00

candy shop
director: patrick smith

2019 | usa | 2:30

There are 11,926 pharmaceutical drugs available
worldwide; this film shows 2863 of them. Thousands
of pills and capsules are choreographed into a
cacophony of shape, color, and size, resulting in a
satirical commentary about our cultural, recreational,
and economic infatuation with prescription drugs.

This short rhythmically animates 3,475 individual
masks from all over the world, beginning with the
distinctive masks of the Japanese Noh theater and
continuing on a cultural journey through ritual, utility,
deviance, and politics.

Patrick Smith is known for his metaphorical hand-drawn short films, as well as his experimental stop-motion
films. His formative years were spent as a storyboard artist for Walt Disney and animation director for MTV.
Smith is a member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, and a fellow of the New York
Foundation of the Arts. IG: @blendfilms

darling pet monkey

2020 | director: jim mcdonough | usa | 8:40

In 1969, two young brothers ordered a monkey from an
ad in the back of a monster magazine. After the postal
carrier delivered the box, things got weird. Tim Tate’s
true story has been covered on NPR and made into a
musical. This is the story’s first cinematic retelling.

film festivals and, on rare occasions, on broadcast TV.

Jim McDonough got into making movies accidentally in his
mid-30s. For the past decade he’s specialized in surreal comedies
using green screen and stop animation. His work has played at

patty, are you bringing weed from jamaica?

2019 | director: matthew salton | usa | 9:02

In 1968, a young flight attendant bought 900 pounds of
marijuana in Jamaica and tried to smuggle it out. This
leads to unexpected consequences.
Matthew Salton is a filmmaker and artist from
Washington State, currently living in Berlin. His first
documentary feature, Dwarves Kingdom, is about a
Chinese theme park that employs 100 little people. His
shorts ‘Richard Twice’ and ‘Santa Is a Psychedelic
Mushroom’ premiered in 2017 as New York Times Op-Docs. www.matthewsalton.com
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2019 | directors: hannah mcswiggen & russell sheaf fer | usa | 12:18

Men from all walks of life get asked: “What in god’s
name compels you to send pictures of your penis to
others without their consent?”
Hannah McSwiggen has worked at Artless Media since
2014, producing countless shorts and the feature-length
Jules of Light and Dark and Masculinity/Femininity.
Russell Sheaffer is a documentary and experimental
filmmaker whose work has screened at numerous venues
and festivals, including MoMA, Inside Out, Anthology FilmArchives, MIX NYC, and Queer Lisboa.
www.artlessmedia.com

la bestia humana [the human beast]

2019 | dirs: javier campo & lucio cruces | spain | 1:04

Fantasy. Animation based on the cyclops social
assistance report. This document is pending to be
contrasted.
The report highlights the evolution of the individual
Polyphemus in formative matters and the improvement in terms of habits and healthy habits. There is
still some doubt as to its full socialization.
We will continue informing.

thin blue variety show

2020 | director: gretta wilson | usa | 3:36

During a day in the life behind your television, five
cinematic cop costumes attempt to guard the line of
justice under rising pressures. Inspired by the director’s experience growing up in a police family, this film
explores the complex legacy of movie cops and their real
life counterparts.
Gretta Wilson is a director, producer, and production
designer based in NYC. Her work in documentary &
fashion at the cult magazine Nylon garnered more than 100,000 views across all platforms. Her genrebending films mix peculiar archetypes to shed new light on old stories. www.grettawilsonfilm.com

information

2020 | director: heather warren-crow | usa | 8:05

This short deals with psychosomatic illness, contagion,
surveillance, and technology, especially as they relate to
the bodies of young women.

Heather Warren-Crow is an artist based in Lubbock,
Texas (USA) who specializes in both live and media-based
performance. She has exhibited her work in Argentina,
Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, India, Japan, Mexico, Tanzania, Taiwan, Trinidad and Tobago, and across Europe and the United States. www.heatherwarren-crow.com

aphasia or (it fell upon my mind)

2020 | director: br ynne mcgregor | usa | 3:00

Combining animation and hand-drawn
rotoscoping, this film documents the perspectives
of seven individuals who live with the language and
communication disorder known as aphasia.
Brynne McGregor is a self-taught animator and
multimedia creator working with celluloid film, found
footage, and hand-drawn rotoscoping. She is currently
an MFA Film Production candidate at the University of
Texas at Austin.

girl in the hallway

2019 | director: valerie barnhart | canada | 10:30

Why does ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ give Jamie
nightmares? It’s been 15 years, and the girl in the hallway
haunts him still. This is a testament to locked doors. A
lullaby sung by wolves with duct tape and polaroids. Not
all girls make it out of the forest. Some stories children
shouldn’t hear.
This is Valerie Barnhart’s first film. She taught herself
how to animate while working on it for a period of three
years.

umbilical

2019 | director: danski tang | usa | 7:00

Our shared desires for intimacy, safety, and normalcy
have been constantly at odds with the realities that
surround us. Through a conversation about abuse as
adults, the filmmaker and his mother learn to understand
and support one another.
Originally from China, Danski Tang, now based in
Los Angeles, specializes in 2D hand-drawn animation,
interdisciplinary art, and alternative documentaries.
Danski uses animation as a means to investigate themes of gender, sexuality, cultural indoctrination, and body
politics. www.danskitang.com

Beyond Noh, Patrick Smith, 2020, USA

Thin Blue Variety Show, Gretta Wilson, 2020, USA
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2019 | director: zachar y epcar | usa | 8:03

The reenactment of a scene from a prime-time soap
opens this domestic psychodrama, an anxious look into
the horrors of interior decoration and the boundless
entanglement of things.
Zachary Epcar is a filmmaker whose work has screened
at the New York Film Festival, Toronto International Film
Festival, International Film Festival Rotterdam, Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago, Pacific Film Archive, Ann Arbor
Film Festival, Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin, and elsewhere. www.zacharyepcar.com

death walks on nitrate

2020 | director: kevin fermini | usa | 7:38

Rose, an icy photographer, encounters a mysterious old
woman who plunges her headfirst into a psychedelic
nightmare.

Kevin Fermini is a director, DP, and editor based in
Atlanta. He believes in approaching film with an old-school
mentality and modern know-how, and in having a whole
lot of fun along the way. www.kevinfermini.com

pleasant valley drive in

2019 | director: brian zahm | usa | 10:12

Park your car under the stars and spend your evening at
Pleasant Valley Drive In to watch “Summer Awakenings.”
This coming-of-age film is radically altered when a
projectionist-cum-cinematic saboteur splices not so subtle
subtext into the movie advertisements.
Brian Zahm is an award-winning multidisciplinary artist
whose work has been exhibited worldwide. Riding the analogto-digital wave for twenty-five years, he works in narrative,
documentary, and experimental filmmaking, and performs/produces electronic music. www.bzahm.com

the last day of spicy jack

2018 | director: giulia mucci | germany | 8:47

An unusual love story between the waitress of a Chinese
takeaway by the space highway and the Space Cowboy
who enters the place with the intention of robbing it.
Giulia Mucci is an Italian director specializing in horror
and erotic movies and inspired mainly by Italian giallo and
J-horrors. With a background in fashion, her motto is: Let’s
spill some blood on that haute couture! IG: @violentati

unfinished business

2019 | director: mar y dauterman | usa | 6:52

A male stripper has an unusual experience on the job.
Mary Dauterman is a writer and director whose short
films have been selected for multiple Vimeo Staff Picks,
screened at dozens of festivals, including Fantastic Fest,
Palm Springs Shortfest, Rooftop, Maryland, and Fantasia, and featured on NoBudge, Vulture, Booooooom, and
TEDWomen. She is originally from Texas and now lives
in Brooklyn. www.marydauterman.com

satanic panic ’87

2019 | director: br yan m. ferguson | Scotland | 3:54

It’s 1987, and two metal heads have opened a gateway to
hell under the instructions of a satanic aerobics tape.
Bryan M. Ferguson is a filmmaker and music video
director based in Glasgow. His work is paradoxically
beautiful and disturbing – a juxtaposition of the uncanny
and the surreal. His films have explored chlorineingesting cults, teenage gelatine, self-amputation, piss
vandals, belly-button fetishists, and satanic aerobics tapes.
www.bryanmferguson.co.uk

bag your face

2020 | director: keith eyrich | usa | 20:08

Thrills, pills, bats, also - opossums! Taking the afterschool special format and crashing it at High Speed
head-on with a whirligig of ’90s VHS/video game/
Nickelodeon trash imagery, this short is the highly
questionable neighborhood-traveling-amusement-park
ride you can’t get off of.
Keith Eyrich is from Pennsylvania and designs props.
Also, he made this movie!
www.bagyourfacethemovie.tumblr.com

The Last Day Of Spicy Jack, Giulia Mucci, 2018, Germany

Santanic Panic '87, Bryan M. Ferguson, 2019, Scotland
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2019 | director: james hollenbaugh | usa | 2:55

The animals don’t stay long at the ‘Animal Farm.’ They
arrive but never leave. It’s a place where animals come to
die.
James Hollenbaugh is a Pennsylvania-based filmmaker
predominantly working in small gauge film formats.
Focusing primarily in the documentary and experimental
genres, his work has been exhibited in all 50 states and
14 different countries. Hollenbaugh’s films have screened
in institutions, galleries, and museums – including the National Gallery of Art, Echo Park Film Center, and
Anthology Film Archives. www.jameshollenbaugh.com

this is an address

2020 | director: sasha wortzel | usa | 18:00

In this meditation on community, gentrification, and
erasure, Stonewall veteran and trans activist Sylvia Rivera
takes up residency on the Hudson River piers with a
group of HIV-positive New Yorkers, as cranes raze vacant
buildings for a new skyline.
Sasha Wortzel is an artist and filmmaker working
between Miami and New York City. Blending the
archival and the imaginary, her films, installations, and
performances map the ways that structures of power haunt and inextricably shape our contemporary landscape.
www.sashawortzel.com

spontaneous

2020 | director: lori felker | usa | 13:59

A film three years in the making, this short tells the true
story of a miscarriage the director had while attending
a film festival and explores themes of bad timing,
ignorance, public isolation, choice, and taboo.
Lori Felker is a filmmaker/artist, teacher, programmer,
and performer. Her films attempt to study the ineloquent
and frustrating qualities of human interaction. Lori works
in a variety of mediums and is an Assistant Professor at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
www.FelkerCommaLori.com

stonewall 2069

2020 | director: samuel douek | uk | 15:00

A short “docu-fantasy” that queers genres by blurring the
lines between documentary, art, and science fiction. Made
in honor of the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots,
this short invites a selection of queer scientists, artists,
theorists, and journalists to speculate on what the world
could look like in 2069.
Samuel Douek is a film director, artist, and entrepreneur
based in London. He is now in development for his first
feature film, set in a gay bar in Liverpool. www.samueldouek.com

2d love

2019 | director: abigail egden | new zealand | 10:26

A 24-year-old New Zealander shares his honest
experiences about dating a fictional character from his
favorite anime show.
Abigail Egden is a writer and filmmaker from
Christchurch, New Zealand. She finished her Anthro
pology degree at the University of Canterbury in 2016
and moved up to Auckland to continue adapting the field
work into a film. Abigail is a librarian with Auckland
City Libraries, does enjoy watching a good anime, and hopes to travel to Japan to continue learning about 2D
Love. www.2dlovefilm.com

der wichser [the wanker]

2020 | director: jan soldat | austria/germany | 12:21

A Viennese wanker wanks all day. While waiting for his
inseminators, he talks about his sexual fantasies and the
honor of him being the biggest cum-whore in Vienna.
When the doorbell rings, the wanker doesn’t open. The
computer screen and the camera of the filmmaker serve
as a reflecting mirror of how fantasy and reality, desire
and memory, become one.
Jan Soldat was born in 1984 in Karl-Marx-Stadt, in the
former German Democratic Republic. He likes eating schnitzel. www.jansoldat.com

mitigate

2017 | director: bethany orr | usa | 12:19

An apocalyptic experiment in three acts.

Bethany Orr is a professional yarnspinner, whose
accomplishments include studying lockpicking with
Werner Herzog and giving birth in her living room.
twitter: @beloveorr

Stonewall 2069, Samuel Douek, 2020, UK

Spontaneous, Lori Felker, 2020, USA
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who’s that at the back of the bus?

program j: high tens

ion

2019 | director: philip hardy | uk | 4:30

Alone on the top deck of the night bus, an old lady is
haunted by an unlikely apparition.
Philip Hardy is a writer/director/animator with shorts
exhibited on Channel 4 and at various BAFTA and
Oscar-qualifying festivals worldwide. They include
‘Bathroom Mirrors’ (2020) (also playing in Film Maudit);
‘Moose Limbs’ (2018); ‘Lunch’ (2017); ‘Swindon’ (2016);
and ‘Frog’ (2015). He is developing his first feature. www.artominvores.com

suspense

2020 | directors: ben & jacob burghart | usa | 6:55

Having survived a harrowing plane crash, an army pilot
with his co-pilot realize that something is stalking them
in the darkness.
Jacob and Ben Burghart grew up in small town Western
Kansas, where between farming duties, they spent their
time watching Jackie Chan movies and old reruns of
The Twilight Zone. The brothers began their filmmaking
careers at 10 & 8, shooting short films with a friend’s old VHS-C camera. www.followtheleaderfeature.com

ever ything’s fine

2020 | director: danny rhodes | usa | 12:36

A new mother suffering from postpartum OCD is
plagued by intrusive thoughts and vivid images of herself
harming her baby. But it’s okay, because she would never
actually hurt her baby, or would she?
Danny Rhodes is an actor/writer/director based in
Chicago. He created Rhodesclosed Productions in order
to shatter tropes in the horror genre for the LGBTQ+
community and women, taking on projects that entertain
while tackling social issues and injustices. @dannyrhodes

bleeding art

2019 | director: pardeep sahota | uk | 18:13

A dark comedy that blends satire and reality. We follow an
artist’s struggles to be creative after losing his dog and
then his grip on reality with horrifying consequences.
Pardeep Sahota is a London-based writer, director,
and editor. His obsession with filmmaking began at age
ten, when he shot his first short films on his father’s VHS
camera. Before going professional, he worked for several
years as director’s assistant to British filmmaker Gurinder
Chadha, OBE.

thorns

2020 | directors: sarah wisner & sean temple | usa | 5:40

Stopping at a sketchy motel for some private intimacy,
Gwen and Jade get the sense that someone’s watching
them.
Sarah Wisner and Sean Temple are a writing and directing team committed to telling character-driven genre
stories with personal and socially-conscious themes. Their
short films have been featured at Fantastic Fest, Beyond
Fest, and many more. www.homebodypictures.com

moires

2020 | director: j.p. bouix | france | 19:30

Tormented by the failure of her last book, a young writer
decides to distance herself from her publisher in spite of
her lover’s warnings. Soon after, a strange being intrudes
on the couple and ultimately reveals a sinister truth.
J.P. Bouix is a French director who has worked in
commercials, music videos, fictional and VR contents
before coming back to a more personal filmmaking style
in which he can express his own influence and affinities.
‘Moires,’ his second short, has been selected for numerous festivals, including Sitges 2020. Currently in preproduction for his next short, he’s writing his first feature. www.fascinahouse.com

Thorns, Sarah Wisner & Sean Temple, 2020, USA
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animals

program k: euro in

vasion

2019 | director: tue sanggaard | denmark | 6:11

An absurdist contemporary short about the transformation
of nine people stuck in a moving metro train. What seems
to be a normal day quickly takes a strange turn when the
cardoors refuse to open. The passengers’ failed attempts to
get out descend into frustrated chaos. Losing all sense of
rationality, they go wild in order to ensure their own survival.
Tue Sanggaard is a Danish filmmaker and CG artist. He
recently graduated from The Animation Workshop, with his
main focus being storytelling, directing and experimental computer graphics. www.tuesanggaard.com

average happiness

2019 | director: maja gehrig | switzerland | 7:00

During a PowerPoint presentation, statistical diagrams are
breaking free from the strait-jacket of their coordinates. A
trip into the sensual world of statistics begins.
Maja Gehrig’s short films have been co-produced
by Swiss television, and funded by the Federal Office
of Culture, the Zurich Film Foundation and other
foundations. She has run the studio Gehrigtrick &
Sohn since 2011. www.gehrigtrick.ch

arka

2020 | director: natko stipaničev | croatia | 14:40

A grandiose transoceanic cruise ship sailing the seas.
Natko Stipaničev graduated with a bachelor’s degree
from the Arts Academy in Split, Department of
Film and Video, and earned a master’s degree from
the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb, Department of
Animated Film and New Media. He makes animated
films and music.
bonobostudio.hr/en/distribution/arka

lursaguak. scenes from life

2019 | director: izibene oñederra | spain | 12:03

As Hélène Cixous said, we live in a time when millions
of moles of an unknown species are undermining the
conceptual basis of an age-old culture.
Izibene Oñederra is a producer and director of her own
animations, and has also taken part in various collective
projects. Her work has won prizes in numerous important
international festivals. She has been an audio-visual
programmer for the MAPA group and has given various
animation workshops and collaborated in different Basque media.

metro

2019 | director: natalia krawczuk | poland | 10:00

Arseniy, a train operator, loves his job. There is just one
thing that keeps bothering him: passengers. One day, he
decides to teach them a lesson.

Natalia Krawczuk was born in Czestochowa, Slaskie,
Poland. She is known for her voiceover work on ‘Uczucia i
tesknoty’ (2019) and her short ‘O Matko!’ (2017).

portrait of suzanne

2019 | director: izabela plucinska | poland/germany/france | 15:00

In a small hotel, a man tries to stop his hunger for love
by eating excessively. A surreal and enchanting story
about loneliness, jealousy, and love.

Izabela Plucińska is a Polish-born film director now
living in Germany. She specializes in clay animation,
and her filmography includes ‘Jam Session’ (2005)
– a winner of the Silver Bear at the Berlin
International Film Festival, ‘Esterhazy’ (2009), and ‘Sexy Laundry’ (2015). ‘Portrait of Suzanne’ is
inspired by a short novel by Roland Topor.

hard on

2019 | director: joanna r ytel | sweden | 19:40

Secretly, she is filming everything: in a surreal apartment,
a cougar, a guest, a child – if only the child would play
along.
Joanna Rytel graduated in 2004 from the University
College of Arts, Crafts and Design in Stockholm.
Her complex artistry approaches issues of gender,
power, and identity with great integrity, putting
the personal at stake, making her form of address
accessible to those outside the usual art and film worlds. The politically correct answers are left out and
the reaction becomes stronger when viewers are deprived of their passive role and become a part of the
answer. www.joannarytel.com
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conspiracy cruise

program l: surreal high-jin ks
2020 | director: brad abrahams | usa | 12:30

First the Macarena, then MKULTRA. The partly real
story of a cruise-ship vacation for conspiracy theorists
takes a turn for the surreal when their most outlandish
theories come true.
Brad Abrahams is a documentary filmmaker and
commercial director from Toronto, Canada, now
based in Austin, Texas. His all-consuming interests
in radical science, cryptozoology, and general
esoterica inspire his stories. Though he has not yet
had a supernatural experience, he is ready and willing. www.bradabrahams.net

others

2019 | director: grace rex | usa | 13:00

A series of non-narrative vignettes involving people in
everyday moments who are tethered to otherworldly
beings.
Grace Rex is a short filmmaker and actor living in
New York City. She wrote and produced ‘This is She,’
which received distribution through Short Shorts and
is a Vimeo Staff Pick. Her short ‘Be Good’ won an
audience award at Nitehawk Shorts Fest. She is an
actor in movies and on television.

sweeter than life

2019 | director: caroline schwarz | germany | 3:30

A lunch break, year 2222.
With a lot of passion for stylized film worlds, Caroline
Schwarz, as a director, is interested in the border between
art and fiction film. In 2017, she started her post-graduate
studies at the KHM in Cologne and is currently finishing
up her thesis ‘Banana Island,’ while preparing her BKMfunded debut feature Out of this World.
www.caroline-schwarz.com

solution for sadness
2020 | dirs: marc martinez jordan & tuixén benet cosculluela | spain | 15:00

A sci-fi comedy mystery about a woman who seems to
have it all, but who can’t stop crying. On her inevitable
descent into an abyss of sadness, she finds a mysterious
gadget that may be the solution to her biggest problem.
Tuixén Benet Cosculluela and Marc Martinez Jordan
are two directors who were trapped during Covid
quarantine and decided to film a movie together to
express their love for cinema and depression. www.vimeo.com/martinezjordan / www.vimeo.com/tuixenbenet

pursuit of a jigsaw

2020 | director: sam mizrahi-powell | usa | 13:21

In a retroist Suburban-America, a corporate laborer
begins to lose his sense of self after entering an undesired
marriage. His body begins to morph and distort, taking on
the physical characteristics of his wife and co-workers.

philosophical nature. www.sammizrahipowell.com

jimi

Sam Mizrahi-Powell is an American film director,
writer, and producer from Los Angeles, California.
His work often serves as commentary on suburban
life, mass media, religion, and American politics –
these films are typically rooted in an allegorical and

2019 | director: joren cull | canada | 3:23

A Jimi Hendrix super fan cuts off his penis in a half-baked
attempt to gain the guitar-playing powers of his hero.

Joren Cull is a Webby Award winning director from Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. www.jorenmania.com

fait maison [homemade]

2019 | director: zulma rouge | france | 7:00

In the deep countryside, a family of farmers mark the end
of the month in a very special way.
Zulma Rouge was born in La Rochelle and grew up in
the Camargue, in Arles. She studied cinema technique in
Montpellier where she made three short films. Relocated
to Paris in 2010, she explored a number of filmmaking
disciplines, from acting to editing to set design, in order
to have a global view of the profession. Zulma is currently
working on her first feature and is simultaneously
expanding her work in commercials and music video. vimeo.com/zulma

tea time

2020 | director: tara price | usa | 6:00

While having a tea party, a little girl loses her temper, and
things get bloody.
In addition to ‘Tea Time,’ Tara Price wrote and directed
the critically acclaimed horror/sci-fi short film ‘Earworm,’
an official selection at over 50 film festivals around the
globe and winner of 11 awards. Tara also penned and
produced the award-winning sci-fi short ‘The Routine’ and
the throw-back comedy ‘Another Grace & Johnny
Adventure: Zombie Island!’ Tara recently moved to southern Maine, where she lives next to a graveyard with her
husband and their two weird cats. www.taraprice.com
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out of tune

program m: dys

topic agenda

2019 | director: aaron with | mexico/usa | 9:30

In an advanced society that worships a musical chord, a
maintenance worker who tunes sonic shrines is thwarted
by teen vandals.
Aaron With applies his musical background to his films
by building film from the sound up, allowing his sound
designs to shape his characters, art direction, and stories.
Originally from Chicago, With resides in Mexico City,
where he performs processed spoken-word narration set
to improvised electroacoustic music. www.aaronwith.com

red ball

2020 | director: Jussi Rautaniemi | finland | 4:07

A six-year-old boy plays alone, waiting for his father.
He talks to his father through a walkie talkie, but
gets no answer.

Jussi Rautaniemi is an award-winning film editor
from Finland. This is his first film as a director.
www.jussirautaniemi.com

human trash

2020 | director: aitor almuedo | spain | 17:00

A man is thrown into a trash container from the future.
In his frantic search for the exit, he starts to doubt the
origin of his own existence.
Aitor Almuedo was born in Madrid. He studied film
in the CES and EF TI schools. He has directed the
short films ‘Mephistopheles and the Cursed Bag’ and
‘Alik’ and was art director for short films such as
‘Durandal,’ ‘The Bellboy’s Jacket,’ and ‘The Hideout,’
as well as his feature Jesus Shows You the Way to the
Highway (a prize-winner at Film Maudit 2.0 in 2019). @yaqdistribucion

routine: the prohibition

2020 | director: sam | spain | 8:15

In a dark world, devastated by lies and dominated by fear,
we continue with our self-destructive routines towards
extinction.
SAM, born in Valencia, Spain, has devoted the last 20
years of his life to animation, specializing in stop-motion and winning numerous awards with his short films
‘Encarna,’ ‘The Werepig,’ ‘Vicenta,’ and his latest feature
film, Por eso.

la première méduse (the first jellyfish)

2020 | director: sébastien pesle | france | 19:58

In a world under the dominion of a pharmaceutical lobby,
a man tries to get off a dangerous mutagenic drug by
making a deal with a mysterious guru.
After studying film at the EICAR in France,
Sébastien Pesle worked as a projectionist for
many years before deciding to do a few audiovisual
experiments in order to make this, his first short film.
www.facebook.com/pachydermeprod/

inhuman love

2020 | directors: Adam & Nick Hayes | Taiwan | 6:30

The urgent need to save Mother Earth is brought to light
by a tragic love story between a subject “SI” and a soldier,
set in the near future.
Adam and Nick Hayes direct and shoot commercials,
multi-content campaigns, and narrative-based films.
Their films have been screened at Cannes, Sundance, and
LA Short, and their commercials have screened during
the NBA finals, the NFL Super Bowl, and have graced
the billboards of Times Square and Sunset Boulevard. www.hayeshayes.com
Creative Director: Alexander King Chen www.alexanderkingchen.com

Routine: The Prohibition, SAM, 2020, Spain
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vertigo a.i. experiment

program n: shat tering fo

rm

2020 | director: chris peters | usa | 5:20

An artificial intelligence (A.I.) computer watched the
Hitchcock classic, Vertigo, 20 times and then made
its own disturbing movie. With machine-generated
imagery and narration, the film offers a glimpse into
a world at once familiar and fantastic – our world, as
seen by a new intelligence of our own design.
Chris Peters is an LA-based painter and filmmaker
who recently won the Peter Wilde Award at the 2020
Ann Arbor Film Festival. His work has been exhibited
at LACMA as part of the private collection of director Guillermo del Toro. www.chrispeters.com

parking lot

2020 | director: ava zeichner | usa | 3:42

A girl wanders into a mysterious, barren place—
something like a parking lot. There’s all kinds
of monsters here, and...what’s going on with her
boyfriend?
Ava Zeichner is an artist, musician, and amateur
urbanist living in Los Angeles, California. After
graduating from the Brown/RISD Dual Degree
program in 2019, she is now working on a cross-genre
work called ‘Nails & Teeth.’ vimeo.com/avazeichner

crowded

2019 | director: nathania rubin | the netherlands/germany/usa | 6:09

‘Crowded’ is a hand-drawn erase and redraw animation.
The protagonist’s dream-like odyssey starts with an unclear life in pieces. From primordial chaos emerges a girl
in a bedroom with a lover. Fantastical madness ensues as
her identity grows even more fragmented and bizarre.
Nathania Rubin is an artist who has exhibited
extensively and internationally. She is currently
an Assistant Professor of Painting and Drawing at
Illinois State University. ‘Crowded’ is her first festival film. www.nathaniarubin.com/video

freeze frame

2019 | director: soetkin verstegen | belgium/germany | 5:00

Freeze frame: an elaborate process of duplicating the
same image over and over again. Identical figures perform the hopeless task of preserving blocks of ice. The
repetitive movements reanimate the animals captured
inside.
Soetkin Verstegen is an independent film maker from
Brussels, Belgium. She previously made the short animat
ed documentary ‘Mr Sand’ (2016) during the AniDoxResidency at the Animation Workshop in Denmark. She
works as a freelancer for animation short films and TV and teaches animation workshops. www.soetkin.com

tulipomania - (this gilded age) so what are you looking at?
2019 | director: tulipomania (cher yl gelover + tom murray) | usa | 3:18

An inventive and gorgeous animated music video with a
barrage of paint and collage, ripped and reconfigured from
print and film to create unsettlingly shifting surfaces.
Animated music videos created by band members of
Tulipomania have been featured in film festivals
worldwide. They are currently at work on a fifth
album and accompanying videos.
www.tulipomania.com

broken relationship

2020 | director: wrik mead | canada | 3:30

This short moves through a kaleidoscope of glitched
video images from classic porn which mimic the broken
messages that much of the porn industry communicates,
certainly not the birds and the bees stories that most
LGBTQ youth grow up with.
Wrik Mead ’s work “signifies the resilience and seduction
of queer culture as it navigates the gaps in mainstream
culture.” (Mark Waugh, curator of Draw the Line) He
currently lives in Toronto and teaches in the Experimental Animation Department at OCAD University.
www.wrikmead.com
.

.

.

stunning cunts

2020 | director: gina kamentsky | usa | 2:50

“Go ahead and torture yourself, if that’s what you want.”
Gina Kamentsky is an experimental animator who creates
handmade films by drawing and painting directly onto
found film footage. In addition, she collages elements from
found film onto the surface. In her work, she explores
relationships between surface, rhythm, gesture, and
field recorded sound. Her animation work has screened at
numerous festivals including Annecy, Ottawa International
Animation Festival, and the Ann Arbor Film Festival. www.ginakamentsky.com

nod. wink. horse

2020 | director: ollie magee | uk | 5:00

A film behind a horse. Obscuring the narrative. My act of
self-destruction.
Northern Irish filmmaker Ollie Magee settled in England to
study animation at the Bristol School of Animation, and later
at the Royal College of Art in London. With a background in
painting and music, he is drawn to ideas around anti-narrative
and structuralist film.
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lickalike

2019 | director: rebecca blöcher | germany | 8:00

Someone falls off the stage, and a tree is upside down. In
the search for the roots, people are torn from their usual
order, while in the dark, one person remains alone.
Rebecca Blöcher is a visual artist in the field of animated
film and drawing, based in Hamburg. Her award-winning
films mix photography, stop-motion with 2D animation
and have been selected for several international animation
and experimental film festivals such as DOK Leipzig,
Encounters, Uppsala, Krok, Filmfest Dresden, Interfilm, Kaohsiung, and Zinebi Bilbao.

the ride

2019 | director: huh hyunjung | south korea | 9:00

While running along the riverside, the narratives
made by reflection and refraction of lights are slowly
flowing and sparkling.
Huh Hyunjung is a graphic artist and animator
based in Seoul. Focusing on ambiguous and indefinite
narratives created by dots and lines, she works across
boundaries of visual art. www.hyuhyuhuhyu.com

noonwraith blues

2020 | director: kamila kuc | uk/usa | 3:11

Specters of familial anxieties creep into this loose take
on the myth of Poludnica (‘noonwraith’), a Slavic harvest
spirit that could cause madness in those who wandered the
fields alone.
Kamila Kuc is a multimedia artist and writer whose
hybrid works explore the transformative potential
of apparatuses, dreams and memories in the creation
of societal myths and narratives. Her films have
screened at the Edinburgh International Film
Festival, CROSSROADS, Anthology Film Archives, New York; and British Film Institute, London.

pattern recognition

2019 | director: dirk de bruyn | australia | 4:51

This film recycles sound from an 1960s Melbourne
radio show, ‘Newsbeat,’ which chronicled car accidents in order to access the kind of immersion and immediacy
now delivered by the mobile phone.
Dirk de Bruyn has made numerous animation, perfor
mance, and installation work since 1973 in Australia. In
the early ’90s, de Bruyn lived and practiced his no-budget
filmmaking in Vancouver. Retrospective programs of his
animation have been presented at Melbourne International Animation Festival (2016), Alternativa, Belgrade,
Serbia (2015), and Punto Y Raya, Karlsruhe Germany (2016).

the immortality of the crab

2019 | director: giacomo manzotti | italy | 2:20

“Thinking about the immortality of the crab” is a
South American expression, which indicates the act
of daydreaming. Shot on Super 8 and made on 1125
cardboard frames, with a soundtrack produced using only
cardboard sounds.
Giacomo Manzotti is based in Reggio Emilia, Italy. He
likes to work with different animation techniques and
loves to simplify complex things.
www.giacomomanzotti.com

Lickalike, Rebecca Blöcher, 2019, Germany

Vertigo A.I. Experiment, Chris Peters, 2020, USA
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la biche [the doe]

program o: un

ca n n y d e sc e n

t

2020 | director: jennifer lumbroso | france | 18:10

Helene is spending what seems to be a romantic weekend
in the French countryside until she has an argument with
her lover and decides to flee, finding herself in a rural
landscape, clueless. Nature takes back its rights. The hunt
is open. Helene becomes ‘the doe.’
Jennifer Lumbroso took up scriptwriting/filmmaking
while shooting videos for artists, bands, TV news, and
documentaries in France and the U.K. She is now
working on a new short, a feature project, and as a screenwriter on a French TV series.
www.facebook.com/wombatfilms

landgraves

2020 | director: jean-françois leblanc | canada | 22:33

A young journalist goes into the deep wood to interview the heavy-metal duo Landgraves, who are
recording an album for the first time since being
imprisoned for a murder. His curiosity pushes him
to follow the band deep into the forest, as a snowstorm arises.
Originally from Quebec City and a graduate of the
University of Montreal, Jean-François Leblanc has
written and directed several short films. His fascination with ordinary people, masculinity, spontaneity and genuineness in cinema is at the center of his
artistic approach.

fragile.com

2019 | director: alison-eve hammersley | usa | 23:12

A teenage girl who more than anything wants to be
told she’s special is approached by a charming man
who promises her fame, fortune, and affection – if
she agrees to livestream herself crying for his niche
website, fragile.com.
Alison-Eve Hammersley was one of five directors
chosen by Lena Waithe for AT&T’s 2019 Hello Lab
Mentorship Program. There she directed ‘fragile.com.’
She received her MFA in directing from AFI. She
has been featured in publications including Vanity Fair, Deadline, and Variety for developing projects
that utilize genre as a means to explore character. www.alisonevehammersley.com

eject

2019 | director: david yorke | uk | 8:57

After discovering a USB port in her wrist, Kate uncovers
a world where she has the ability to change herself for the
better. But she will slowly discover that greed will come
at a cost.
David Yorke is a multiple award-winning director with
over 15 years of experience in short films, music videos,
and broadcast television. His films have gained great
success, have been selected at festivals all around the world,
including BAFTA and BIFA. www.david-yorke.com

program P: Mu: empty
s in a dark room.*

* Please watch these film

no one

2020 | filmmaker, performance & choreography: yokko | usa | 20:00

When we unleash the deepest and most primal parts
of our true selves, do we get lost in the destruction or
do we find our way to breathe in this world we live in
now as boundless no ones?
César Dávila-Irizarry (original music) is known as the
main composer of the theme song for the hit TV show
American Horror Story. www.CesarMusicProjects.com

oblivion

2020 | filmmaker & choreography: yokko | usa | 6:54

When life ends, where do its memories go? Must we
look to History and Nature to find them? Or do they
remain in our stead?
Paul Michael Henry (music composition & design) is a
Butch Artist and composer based in Glasgow, Scotland.
"I make performances. My starting points are dance,
music, writing, and ritual; my artistic approach grows
out of punk rock and Butch". www.paul michaelhenry.
About the Filmmaker
Yoshiko Sienkiewicz (AKA Yokko) is an award-winning Japanese artist, whose work has been presented across the USA and Europe. Most recently, her Butoh work has been seen in several music videos,
including ‘I Don’t Know Where We Went Wrong’ (HOKO, 2020) and ‘Ready To Let Go’ (Cage The
Elephant, 2019). She is the artistic director of the Butoh Theatre Group, Ren Gyo Soh.
www.yokko-online.com

hollow bone

2020 | created & choreographed by: aurora lagattuta | usa | 20:00

A dance fable made for today, ‘Hollow Bone’ asks both the
earth and the body, “What of the old can be called forth to
help birth the new?”
Aurora Lagattuta is an interdisciplinary performer and
choreographer whose work has been presented across the
USA, Europe, Asia, and New Zealand. She is the founder
and director of Aurora Dances. www.auroradances.org
Kathryn Schulmeister (original music) is a bassist
and interdisciplinary artist praised for her “expressive and captivating performance” (GRAMMY.com).
kathrynschulmeister.com
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VIRTUAL ART gallery
in the realm of

curated by

Dakota No

the senses

ot & Chris

topher Vela

sco

The human body is a source of turmoil and transformation. Cinema has long captured the possibilities of the body beyond reality, whether filtering, cutting, or splicing it into different forms.
“In the Realm of the Senses” draws from cinema in works that include collage, mixed media,
painting, and photography. Representation of the self can blur mediums, colors, and realities.
The work of these LGBT+ artists will be presented online, drawing from the power of images in
film or the internet to validate identity. Each work acts as a film still, but carries experimentation and movement.
Artists:
Nica Aquino www.nicaaquino.com/
Courtney Coles www.courtneycoles.com/#1
Leslie Foster www.lesliefoster.art/
Juan Gomez www.juangomez.org/
Robben Muñoz www.robbenmunoz.com/
Cindy Rehm www.cindyrehm.com/
Rae Threat https://threat.tv/

Oscar Corona, Soothsayer (The Great Deression), 2020, Video, 2:47

Marisa Companion, Self Evolving #1, 2020
Oil on canvas, 48 x 34 inches

Katie Shanks, Rite to Remain, 2017, Live Performance With
Performers: Amanda Achen and Danielle Kauffman
Photo credit: Logan Gloor
Dimensions variable
Parisa Parnian
It's Complicated, 2018
Digital Multi-Media Illustration
30 x 40 inches

Juan Velasquez
Queen, 2020
Oil on cancvas
38 x 34 inches

JEAN COCTEAU
“It is important to make clear just what we mean by this term maudit when we use it
of cinematography.
Mallarmé coined the phrase poètes maudit, to refer to those whose work escapes from
the normal bounds and who cross the line behind which the writings of mediocre poets
are confined. These ‘cursed poets’ defy analysis and critics prefer to condemn them out
of hand. Consequently, they do not enjoy the same advantages as what remains visible,
but become in a sense invisible except to those whose eyes can see a long way and who
like to examine the soft light emitted by that which is insolent and profound.”
- Jean Cocteau from The Art of Cinema, a collection of his writings on film,
translated by Robin Buss

Orphée (1950, Jean Cocteau)

film maudit 2.0 festival
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Highways Performance Space is Southern California’s boldest center for new performance, visual
art, film, video, and new media. In its 32nd year, Highways continues to be an important alternative
cultural center in Los Angeles that encourages fierce new artists from diverse communities to
develop and present innovative works.

Highways promotes the development of contemporary socially involved artists and art forms. Our
mission is implemented through four programs (the performance space, workshop program and two
galleries). Annually, we co-present approximately 250 performances by solo dramatic artists, small
theater groups, dance companies and spoken word artists; we curate and exhibit approximately
12 contemporary visual art exhibits per year with work that explores the boundaries between
performing and visual art forms; we commission and premiere new work by outstanding multidisciplinary artists; organize special events, curate festivals, offer residency and educational programs
that engage community members in the arts while providing access to professionally-directed
instruction.
Executive Director, Leo Garcia: “I’m aligned with Highways’ commitment to diversity, to the
development of new works, to the exploration of new forms of performance, and to our First Amendment
Right of free expression. At Highways we contribute to culture and society by affecting progressive change
through performance. I will continue to facilitate artistic expression in a supportive, non-elitist, nondogmatic way. - There’s no place I’d rather be.”

